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Level of Description: Fonds 
Title:   Nicholas de Grandmaison fonds 
Creator:  Nicholas de Grandmaison (NdG) 
Date Range:   191? – 1978 
Extent:    
Biographical Info: 1892  Born in Russia 
   1910-14 Military education and career 
   1914-18 Prisoner of war in Germany 
   1920  St. John Wood School of Art, London, England 
   1923  Immigrated to Manitoba, Canada. Moved to Winnipeg. 
   1924  Designed layout for Brigdens of Winnipeg, Ltd.’s Grain Growers  
     Guide. Received portrait commissions of children. 
   1926  First adult commissions of Chief Justices MacDonald and  
     Pendergast. Drew cover illustration for Grain Growers Guide. 
   1929  Invested all his savings in wheat and wiped out by stock market  
     crash. 
   1930  Took first trip to northern Manitoba to paint portraits of  
     trappers, prospectors, fur traders and Indians. First show at the  
     Richardson’s Gallery in Winnipeg.  He earned enough money to  
     continue to travel westward. He began painting Blood, Peigan,  
     Stoney and Sarcee Indians. 
   1931  Married Sophia Orest Cournovo, a Russian Émigré and a  
     sculptor. 
   1931-32 Taught art classes at Provincial Institute of Technology and Art 
in      Spokane, Washington. 
   1932  Moved to Calgary to be closer to Blood, Peigan, Stoney and  
     Sarcee Indians. He received a commission from the University  
     of Saskatchewan. His first child, Orest Nicholas was born.  
     He continued to travel from hotel to hotel painting. 
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   1935  Two portraits of white children included in an exhibition by the  
     Royal Canadian Academy. 
   1936  Bought first house in Calgary. A daughter, Tamara, is born. 
   1939  Family moved to Banff to be closer to the Stoney Reserve.  Two  
     more children are born since 1936, Sonia and Nicholas Jr. 
   1942  Elected as an associate member of Royal Canadian Academy. 
   1946  Built his first home and studio in Banff. 
   1951  Travelled to Pine Ridge, South Dakota to sketch Sioux Indians  
     involved in the battle at Little Big Horn. 
   1952  Travelled to Phoenix, Arizona to sketch the Apache and Pima  
     Indians. 
   1956  Notre Dame College in Wilcox, Saskatchewan commissioned  
     twenty portraits of political and sports figures. 
   1958  Traveling exhibition of pastel portraits to promote the sale of a  
     print series to Los Angeles County Museum, California Academy  
     of Sciences in San Francisco, Grove City in Orange County and  
     Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco. 
   1959  Inducted as an honorary member of the Peigan tribe. 
   1960  Pastel portrait show traveled to Toronto, McCord Museum in  
     Montreal and Keith Hall in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
   1972  Awarded the Order of Canada, supported by Alberta Premier  
     Peter Lougheed. 
   1976  Received an honorary doctorate from the University of Calgary. 
   1977  “De Grandmaison Family Exhibition” was held at the Peter  
     Whyte Gallery in Banff. 
   1978  Nicholas de Grandmaison died in Calgary on March 23, 1978.   
     He was buried in the Peigan Indian Reserve Cemetery under the 
     name of Little Plume. 
   1982  A major monograph was published by Hudson Hills Press, Inc.  
     and Prudential Press, Inc, entitled, History in Their Blood: The  
     Indian Portraits of Nicholas de Grandmaison. Exhibition of  
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     selected works was held at ACA American Indian Arts, October  
     7-30. 
   1988  de Granmaison family donates 160 pieces to University of  
     Lethbridge Art Gallery and much of his archive. 
  
2007 A monograph, Drawn from the past: Nicholas de Grandmaison 
was published by Synder Fine Arts and authored by Gordon 
Snyder.  It “shares , traces and describes the archives”. 
    
2012 BMO donates 67 works of art by Nicholas de Granmaison to the 
University of Lethbridge valued at 1.7 million dollars. 
       
 
 
 
 
 
    
    
    
    
Scope and Content: 
Access Conditions: Access is unrestricted. Much of it is available online in the University   
   of Lethbridge Library’s Digital Collections (Nicholas de Grandmaison) 
Use conditions:  Permission for use is required and is subject to the Copyright Act, the Offer  
   of Gift conditions by the donors, and the University of Lethbridge. 
Finding Aids:  An online inventory is attached below. It is available on the University   
   of Lethbridge Archives website.  It includes both the original location (OL),  
   digital pictures of its original location by box number, the Digital File Number  
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   (DFN) and the new location (NL) based on arrangement and proper archival  
   storage for materials 
Accruals:  No further accruals are expected. 
Associated material: University of Lethbridge Art Gallery has a large collection of Nicholas de   
   Grandmaison works.  The University of Lethbridge Library has digitized many  
   items in the fonds and makes them available online in their Digital Collections  
   under the title Nicholas de Grandmaison.  The Digital File Number can be used  
   as a searchable field in the Digital Collection.  Reynolds’s Alberta Museum is in  
   possession of the van NDM used as a portrait studio.  His artworks are located in 
   many museums, Art Galleries and private collections including the following  
   places: 
General note:  Some information included in the above descriptions is taken from the   
   Provincial Archives of Alberta HeRMIS system and Gordon Snyder’s book  
   “Drawn from the Past” 
Summary:  The Nicholas de Grandmaison Fonds consists of the following: 
 
 
 
Inventory 
This inventory is a comprehensive list of the complete Nicholas de Grandmaison fonds that is located in 
the University of Lethbridge Archives.  It includes the original location (OL) of the material upon 
donation, the new location (NL) as arranged in the University Archives.  Every attempt was made to keep 
the collection in original order.  Material was moved into archival folders, sleeves, boxes etc. for 
preservation purposes.  Much of the fonds is available in the University of Lethbridge Library’s Digital 
Collections.  The Digital File Number (DFN) can be used to locate the item in the Digital Collection.  A 
series of photographs is attached which depicts the fonds in its original order as donated.  Abbreviations 
are included in the Inventory. 
Abbreviations: 
These abbreviations are used to identify items in their original location, their new location based on the 
inventorying of the Fond, and the digital file number where applicable. 
Audo = Audograph Disc (vinyl) 
B  =  Box number (original) 
BAG  =  Bag number (original) 
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b/w = black and white photograph 
BND = Binder number (original) 
c = color photograph 
Card = greeting card (or picture of greeting card) 
CD = Compact Disc 
DFN = Digital File Number (searchable field in digital collection) 
ENV = Envelope number (original) 
F = File 
FN =  First Nation’s 
FNP = First Nations Portrait 
LH = Lethbridge Herald Photo 
Loose + Loose in box 
NA = New Arrangement 
n.d. = no date 
NdG = Nicholas de Grandmaison 
NL = New location 
OL = Old location 
OA =  Original Arrangement 
p = Photograph 
P = Page 
Port = Portrait 
POW = Prisoner of War 
SLV = Sleeve number (original) 
Type = B/W, C,  
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Original Arrangement 
This fonds was originally gifted to the University of Lethbridge Art gallery in 1987?  It remained in their 
possession until the early 2000s when it was transferred to the University Archives. Much of the 
collection is digitized and made available on the University Library’s Digital Collections page.  The 
original transfer was 11 boxes plus some portfolios of newspaper articles and plaques. 
New Arrangement 
The current inventory is listed below: 
 
BOX:  NdG 1   (170 photographs) 
              NL  OL      DFN          Type  Identification   
NdG 1-1 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-2 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-3 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-4 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-5 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-6 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-7 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-8 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-9 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-10 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-11 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-12 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-13 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-14 B1BAG1  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-15 B1BAG1  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-16 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-17 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-18 B1BAG1  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-19 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-20 B1BAG1  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-21 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-22 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-23 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-24 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-25 B1BAG1 NDG07_622.tif C FNP 008b 
NdG 1-26 B1BAG1 NDG07_649.tif B/W FNP 
NdG 1-27 B1BAG1 NDG01_014.tif B/W FNP 009 
NdG 1-28 B1BAG1 NDG01_030.tif C FNP 023 
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NdG 1-29 B1BAG1 NDG01_275.tif C FNP 323 
NdG 1-30 B1BAG1 NDG01_029.tif C FNP 022 
NdG 1-31 B1BAG1 NDG01_011.tif C FNP 006 
NdG 1-32 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-33 B1BAG1  C FNP 
NdG 1-34 B1BAG1 NDG01_012.tif C FNP 007 
NdG 1-35 B1BAG1 NDG01_024.tif C FNP 017 
NdG 1-36 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-37 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-38 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-39 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-40 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-41 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-42 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-43 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-44 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-45 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-46 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-47 B1BAG2 NDG01_092.tif B/W FNP 
NdG 1-48 B1BAG2 NDG01_093.tif B/W FNP 
NdG 1-49 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-50 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-51 B1BAG2 NDG07_603.tif B/W FNP 
NdG 1-52 B1BAG2  B/W  FNP 
NdG 1-53 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-54 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-55 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-56 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-57 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-58 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-59 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-60 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-61 B1BAG2  B/W FNP 
NdG 1-62 B1BAG2 NDG01_087.tif B/W FNP 
NdG 1-63 B1BAG2 NDG07_612.tif B/W FNP 
NdG 1-64 to 170 B1BAG3  B/W, C FNP 
 
 
BOX: NdG 2  (198 photographs) 
The photographs b/w 2-157 and 2-198 depict NdG’s honorary chief’s ceremony. 
              NL  OL      DFN          Type  Identification   
NdG 2- 1-156 B1BAG3  B/W, C FNP 
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NdG 2-157 B1BND1P1 NDG01_114.tif B/W NdG with portraits 
NdG 2-158 B1BND1P2 NDG01_115.tif B/W NdG at microphone (LH) 
NdG 2-159 B1BND1P7 NDG01_120.tif B/W NdG in full FN dress 
NdG 2-160 B1BND1P9 NDG01_122.tif B/W NdG w/FN man in Headdress 
NdG 2-161 B1BND1P10 NDG01_123.tif B/W NdG w/ 2 FN men (LH) 
NdG 2-162 B1BND1P11-1 NDG01_124.tif B/W NdG w/ 2 FN men (LH) 
NdG 2-163 B1BND1P11-2 Same as 2-162 B/W NdG w/ 2 FN men (LH)  
NdG 2-164 B1BND1P12-1 NDG01_125.tif B/W NdG smoking pipe 
NdG 2-165 B1BND1P12-2 NDG01_126.tif B/W NdG holding pipe 
NdG 2-166 B1BND1P3 NDG01_116.tif B/W NdG w/ portrait 
NdG 2-167 B1BND1P4 NDG01_117.tif B/W  NdG w/portrait and man 
NdG 2-168 B1BND1P5 NDG01_118.tif B/W NdG w/4 FN men/boy 
NdG 2-169 B1BND1P6 NDG01_119.tif B/W NdG at microphone w/ man 
NdG 2-170 B1BND1P13-2 NDG01_127.tif B/W NdG wearing Headdress 
NdG 2-171 B1BND1P13-3 NDG01_118.tif B/W NdG w/4 FN men/boy (copy) 
NdG 2-172 B1BND1P14-1 NDG01_129.tif B/W NdG holding pipe 
NdG 2-173 B1BND1P8 NDG01_110.tif B/W NdG w/group and Nick Jr? 
NdG 2-174 B1BND1P13-1 NDG01_128.tif B/W NdG on stage 
NdG 2-175 B1BND1P12-3  B/W NdG sitting w/elder 
NdG 2-176 B1BND1P14-2  B/W NdG sitting in ceremony 
NdG 2-177 B1BND1P15-1 NDG01_130.tif B/W FNs dancing at ceremony 
NdG 2-178 B1BND1P15-2 NDG01_131.tif B/W FNs at ceremony 
NdG 2-179 B1BND1P16-1 NDG01_132.tif B/W FNs dancing at ceremony 
NdG 2-180 B1BND1P16-2 NDG01_133.tif B/W Fns children at ceremony 
NdG 2-181 B1BND1P17-1 NDG01_134.tif B/W NdG with FN woman 
NdG 2-182 B1BND1P17-2 NDG01_135.tif B/W NdG at microphone 
NdG 2-183 B1BND1P18-1 NDG01_136.tif B/W FN at microphone 
NdG 2-184 B1BND1P18-2 NDG01_137.tif B/W FN dancing at ceremony 
NdG 2-185 B1BND1P19-1 NDG01_138.tif B/W NdG at microphone 
NdG 2-186 B1BND1P19-2  B/W NdG at microphone 
NdG 2-187 B1BND1P19-3 NDG01_139.tif B/W NdG at microphone 
NdG 2-188 B1BND1P20-1 NDG01_140.tif B/W RCMP at ceremony 
NdG 2-189 B1BND1P20-2 NDG01_141.tif B/W NdG at microphone 
NdG 2-190 B1BND1P21-1 NDG01_142.tif B/W FNs at ceremony 
NdG 2-191 B1BND1P22-1 NDG01_144.tif B/W People at ceremony 
NdG 2-192 B1BND1P21-2 NDG01_143.tif B/W NdG on stage at ceremony 
NdG 2-193 B1BND1P22-2 NDG01_145.tif B/W View of crowd at ceremony 
NdG 2-194 B1BND1P23-1 NDG01_146.tif B/W People dancing at ceremony 
NdG 2-195 B1BND1P23-2  B/W Wide view of ceremony 
NdG 2-196 B1BND1P23-3  B/W Wide view of ceremony 
NdG 2-197 B1BND1P24-1  B/W Man at microphone 
NdG 2-198 B1BND1P24-2 NDG01_149.tif B/W NdG on stage 
 
BOX: NdG 3 (74 photographs, 49 postcards, 10 cards, 4 – 8.5x11, 3 pamphlets, 3 letters, 3 negatives,  
  1 sheet, 1 sketchbook, 1 newspaper clipping, 1 envelope, 1 photocopy) 
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              NL  OL      DFN          Type  Identification   
NdG 3-1 B1ENV1 NDG05_105.tif B/W  
NdG 3-2 B1ENV1 NDG01_106.tif 8.5x11 Desc. Of “LITTLE GIRL” 
NdG 3-3 B1ENV1 NDG01_106.tif 8.5x11 Bio of “LITTLE GIRL” 
NdG 3-4 B1ENV2 NDG01_107.tif B/W Isabella Brown (wife of 
Kootney Brown 
NdG 3-5 B1ENV2 NDG01_108.tif 8.5x11 Bio of Isabella Brown 
NdG 3-6 B1ENV3 NDG01_155.tif B/W NdG portrait 
NdG 3-7 B1ENV3 NDG07_072 B/W NdG and Paul Francis 
NdG 3-8 B1ENV3 NDG01_156.tif B/W NdG family portrait 
NdG 3-9 B1ENV4 NDG01_161.tif B/W Military - Nine men 
NdG 3-10 B1ENV4 NDG01_159.tif B/W Military – Eleven men 
NdG 3-11 B1ENV4 NDG01_160 B/W Military – Music room 
NdG 3-12 B1ENV4 NDG01_158 B/W Military – Gymnasium 
NdG 3-13 B1ENV5 NDG01_163.tif B/W High Eagle and Rick dG 
NdG 3-14 B1ENV5 NDG01_164.tif B/W High Eagle and NdG 
NdG 3-15 B1ENV5 NDG01_165.tif B/W High Eagle and NdG 
NdG 3-16 B1ENV5 NDG01_166.tif B/W High Eagle and NdG 
NdG 3-17 B1ENV6  B/W ? women w/toddler 
NdG 3-18 B1ENV6  Card FN child portrait “best 
wishes 1942” NdG and 
family 
NdG 3-19 B1ENV6  Card “Season’s Greetings” 1959 
Induction Ceremony 
NdG 3-20 B1ENV6  Card FN portrait “1941 S&N dG” 
NdG 3-21 B1ENV6  Card “Our best wishes” n.d. 
NdG 3-22 B1ENV6  Card FN portrait “Season’s 
Greetings” 
NdG 3-23 B1ENV6  Card  Guy Thomas portrait 1945 
“Happy New Year 1946 
NdG” 
NdG 3-24 B1ENV6  Card Guy Thomas portrait no 
info 
on card 
NdG 3-25 B1ENV6  Card “trapper” portrait “ A 
sincere greeting from the 
Grandmaison family” 
NdG 3-26 B1ENV7  Sketch book Sketch book of early 
lessons for NdG children 
NdG 3-27 B1ENV7 NDG01_202.tif B/W Men and women in the 
countryside 
NdG 3-28 B1ENV7 NDG01_201 B/W Group of men and women 
NdG 3-29 B1ENV7 NDG01_200 B/W Horse race 
NdG 3-30 B1ENV7 NDG01_199 B/W Man and women in car 
NdG 3-31 B1ENV7  B/W Altar 
NdG 3-32 B1ENV7  B/W Altar w/priest 
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NdG 3-33 to 76 B1ENV7  Postcard Postcards – various images 
NdG 3-77 B1ENV7 NDG01_211 B/W Cemetery marker 
NdG 3-78 B1ENV7 NDG01_210.tif B/W Man sitting in garden 
NdG 3-79 B1ENV7 NDG01_209 B/W 5 men by train 
NdG 3-80 B1ENV7  Postcard Postcard of family of 11 in 
field  
NdG 3-81 B1ENV7 NDG01_207 B/W Picture of family of 11 in 
field 
NdG 3-82 B1ENV7 NDG01_206.tif B/W 5 military men in uniform 
NdG 3-83 B1ENV7 NDG01_204 B/W Family of 4 (NdG as child?) 
NdG 3-84 B1ENV7 NDG01_203.tif B/W 5 military men and cannon 
NdG 3-85 B1ENV7  Pamphlet Pamphlet: The English 
Singers” 
NdG 3-86 B1ENV8 NDG01_261.tif B/W Man w/ 2 NdG portraits 
NdG 3-87 B1ENV8 NDG01_262.tif B/W Santa in tree w/bear: First 
work published in magazine 
NdG 3-88 B1ENV10 NDG01_273.tif C FN portrait 317 
NdG 3-89 B1ENV10 NDG01_272.tif B/W FN portrait 329 
NdG 3-90 B1ENV10 NDG01_271.tif B/W FN portrait 324 
NdG 3-91 B1ENV10 NDG01_267.tif C FN portrait 330 
NdG 3-92 B1ENV10 NDG01_266.tif B/W FN portrait 327 
NdG 3-93 B1ENV10 NDG01_265.tif B/W FN portrait 331 
NdG 3-94 B1ENV10 NDG01_264.tif B/W FN portrait 318 
NdG 3-95 B1ENV10 NDG01_279.tif B/W FN portrait 326 
NdG 3-96 B1ENV10 NDG01_268.tif B/W FN portrait 332 
NdG 3-97 B1ENV10 NDG01_274.tif B/W FN portrait 315 
NdG 3-98 B1ENV10 NDG01_276.tif C FN portrait 316 
NdG 3-99 B1ENV10 NDG01_282.tif B/W FN portrait 322 
NdG 3-100 B1ENV10 NDG01_277.tif C FN portrait 314 
NdG 3-101 B1ENV10 NDG01_263.tif B/W dG child? 
NdG 3-102 B1ENV10 NDG01_280.tif B/W FN portrait 320 
NdG 3-103 B1ENV10 NDG01_281.tif B/W FN portrait 321 
NdG 3-104 B1MIL NDG01_194.tif Postcard Switzerland 
NdG 3-105 B1MIL NDG01_195.tif Postcard Switzerland 
NdG 3-106 B1MIL NDG01_184.tif Postcard Military men at table 
NdG 3-107 B1MIL NDG01_190.tif B/W Man wearing hat: note in 
French on back 1916 
NdG 3-108 B1MIL NDG01_191.tif B/W Man in garden: note on 
back in French 1916 
NdG 3-109 B1MIL NDG01_189.tif B/W Man: note on back in 
French 1916 
NdG 3-110 B1MIL NDG01_188.tif B/W Man in uniform in garden 
NdG 3-111 B1MIL NDG01_192.tif B/W Man in uniform 1917 
NdG 3-112 B1MIL NDG01_186.tif B/W Man in uniform 1917 note 
on back in French 
NdG 3-113 B1MIL NDG01_183.tif B/W 39 men in picture 
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NdG 3-114 B1MIL NDG01_182.tif B/W 10 men in picture 
NdG 3-115 B1MIL NDG01_181.tif B/W Man in uniform: note on 
back in French 1916 
NdG 3-116 B1MIL NDG01_180.tif B/W 17men with musical 
instruments 
NdG 3-117 B1MIL NDG01_179.tif B/W Man in uniform w/ note on 
back in French 
NdG 3-118 B1MIL NDG01_178.tif B/W Picture of man 1916 w/ 
note on back in French 
NdG 3-119 B1MIL NDG01_187.tif B/W Picture of man.  Note on 
back in French 
NdG 3-120 B1MIL  B/W Picture of a play? 
NdG 3-121 B1MIL  Postcard Teepee bought by NdM and 
set up every summer in 
Banff – SdG 
NdG 3-122 B1MIL NDG01_198.tif B/W Picture of fellow POW. 
Note on back in French 
NdG 3-123 B1MIL  Letter Letter in French from Henry 
Giraud, 1920 
NdG 3-124 B1MIL  
 
Letter In French n.d. 
NdG 3-125 B1MIL  Letter In French 1921 
NdG 3-126 B1TREATY  newsclipping Chippewas last Indian band 
in Canada to sign treaty 
1950 05 15 
NdG 3-127 B1TREATY  B/W Men at table during signing 
1950 05 15 
NdG 3-128  NDG01_113 B/W Blury picture of men at 
signing 1950 05 15 
NdG 3-129 B1TREATY NDG01_112 B/W Picture of men at signing 
1950 05 15 
NdG 3-130 B1TREATY NDG01_110.tif B/W NdG at signing 1950 05 15 
NdG 3-131 B1TREATY NDG01_109 B/W NDG at signing with notes 
on people present  
1950 05 15 
NdG 3-132 B1TREATY NDG01_111 B/W Scene at signing 1950 05 15 
NdG 3-133 B1LOOSE NDG01_152.tif C G & I Dundas, D. Foley 
NdG 3-134 B1LOOSE NDG01_153.tif B/W Lady Ivy Dundas 
NdG 3-135 B1LOOSE NDG01_103.tif Card FN portrait 057  “Season’s 
Greetings 1951 dGs 
NdG 3-136 B1LOOSE NDG01_167.tif B/W FN family outdoors 
NdG 3-137 B1LOOSE  C Father Athol Murray c1977 
NdG 3-138 B1LOOSE  Negative NdG at microphone 
NdG 3-139 B1LOOSE  Negative NdG at microphone 
NdG 3-140 B1LOOSE  Negative NdG smoking pipe at 
ceremony 
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NdG 3-141 B1LOOSE NDG01_104.tif B/W Allan Roe Dafoe signed 
picture of him and the 
Dionne quintuplets whom 
he delivered: to RdG 
NdG 3-142 B1LOOSE NDG01_168.tif B/W Johnny Neilson – last scout 
of US army at Wounded 
Knee; notes on back 
NdG 3-143 B1LOOSE NDG01_001.tif B/W Dan Wildman 1959 
standing at door of NdG’s 
van 
NdG 3-144 B1LOOSE NDG01_004 B/W Johnny Neilson 1950 
NdG 3-145 B1LOOSE  Envelope Envelope w/ notes on it 
about NdG’s speech at 
Brocket in Oct of 1959. 
NdG 3-146 B1LOOSE  Pamphlet Memorial pamphlet for 
Msgr. J. Athol Murray 1977 
NdG 3-147 B1LOOSE NDG01_005.tif Photocopy Photocopy of front cover of 
“Fifty years on the Trail” 
NdG 3-148 B1LOOSE  Pamphlet “A lifetime of service: 
George Moon” 
NdG 3-149 B1LOOSE NDG01_006.tif 8.5x11 Information about John 
Nelson sitting 
NdG 3-150 B1LOOSE  Sheet “Art & Artists” Info on NdG 
travels and picture of 
“Charlie” as drawn by NdG 
NdG 3-151 B1LOOSE  Card Christmas Card with May 
Ka Da Kezy (Pet 
Grasshopper) on front 
 
 
 
NdG 4   (60 slides) 
NdG 4 -1 to 52 B1SLIDES  Slide Slides of NdGs honorary 
membership and chiefdom 
into the Peigan tribe 1959  
NdG 4 53 to 59 B1SLIDES  Slide Teepees and First Nations 
people in Banff? 
NdG 4-60 B1SLIDES  Slide NdG sitting and drawing 
outside. 
 
NdG 5 
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 NL      OL        DFN            Type  Information 
NdG 5-1 B2BAG1  Negative FNP standing in corner of 
room? 
NdG 5-2 B2BAG1  Book Indians of North America 
NdG 5-3 B2BAG2  Passport NdG’s Canadian Passport 
1929-1934 – British papers 
inserted 
NdG 5-4 B2  Audo Tape #1 - Charlie Crow Eagle 
talks about: Sacred Owl, 
Blue Wing, Wolf Tail, Bull 
Head, Many eagles, Cold 
Weather, Good Rider, Big 
Fist Chief, Chief Yellow 
Horn, Aldred Small Legs 
NdG 5-5 B2  Audo Tape #2 – continuation of 
Tape 1.  Charlie Crow Eagle 
talks about Aldred Small 
Legs, Pat Plain Eagle, a little 
girl, Understands it?, 
himself. 
NdG 5-6 B2  Audo Tape #3: NdG talks about 
coming to Canada from 
England 
NdG 5-7 B2  Audo Tape #4, Side 1 Archdeacon 
Frank Cornish talking about 
early experience among the 
Indians.  NdG in Victoria 
1962 08 21.  Side 2: RdG 
talks to Dan Wildman about 
the Sundance, etc.  
1959 04 05 
NdG 5-8 B2  Audo Tape #5. NdG Talks to Bill 
ALcock in Okotoks.  He 
relates early experiences 
with Indians and about 
wolfing in 1899 near Milk 
River Ranch 
NdG 5-9 B2  Audo Tape #6. Side 1: RdG talks 
with John Hunter in Banff, 
Alberta 1959 02 17. Side 2: 
John Hunter sings song from 
the Sundance. 
NdG 5-10 B2  Audo Tape #7. Side 1: RdG talks to 
John Hunter about his name 
and family history. 1959 02 
17. Side 2: History of Pat 
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Plain Eagle, Harold 
Woodsworh talks about the 
portrait just completed by 
NdG, himself, FN people and 
the Peigan Reserve 1959 -3 
09 
NdG 5-11 B2  Audo Tape #8. Dan Wildman 
interviewed by NdG in 
Banff, Alberta. 
NdG 5-12 B2  Audo Tape #9. NdG talks to Pat 
Grasshopper of the Sarcee 
Tribe – oldest member of 
the tribe at the time. 
Interpreter – Annie Many 
Wounds (his daughter) 
NdG 5-13 B2  Audo Tape #10. RdG talks about 
the tracking down of High 
Eagle so that NdG could 
paint him. 2 envelopes 
NdG 5-14 B2  Audo Tape #11. NdG talks with 
Riding at the Door through 
an interpreter Mr. Greer. 
1953 05 20 
NdG 5-15 B2  Audo Tape #12. Side 2: RdG with 
Riding at the Door after 
portrait was just completed 
by NdG 1953 05 21. Side 1: 
SdG Talking from the 5 Half 
Diamond Ranch and Pam 
Drysdale singing 
NdG 5-16 B2  Audo Tape #13. Side 1: NdG talks 
with Emos Emosof the 
Morley Reservation. 
NdG 5-17 B2  Audo Tape # 14. Side 1: RdG talks 
to Paul Francis (White 
Headed Eagle) Morley 
Reserve. 
NdG 5-18 B2  Audo Tape #15. Side 1: NdG with 
One Gun and Ben Calf Robe 
(Translator). Side 2: 
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs 
Williams singing a nursery 
rhyme. 
NdG 5-19 B2  Audo / 
cassette tape 
Tape #16. Side 1. NdG talks 
about three portraits: John 
Drunken Chief, Mrs John 
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Drunken Chief, and One 
Gun. w/cassette tape 
NdG 5-20 B2  Audo Tape #17. Side 1 & 2. Emos 
Emos sing old Indian song.  
NdG in in company of many 
Indians on the Brocket 
Reserve. Including Joe 
Crowshoe, John and Tom 
Yellow Horn, Eddy Bad 
Eagle, Jim Plain Eagle at Joe 
Buffalo’s House. 
NdG 5-21 B2  Audo Tape #18. NdG talks with 
Father Laverne about Chief 
Shot on Both Sides, and 
talks with Bull Head (Father 
Laverne, interpreter). Mrs. 
Shot on Both Sides is 
interviewed by Father 
Laverne and sings an Indian 
Song. 
NdG 5-22 B2  Audo Tape #19. NdG talks with 
George Gooderham about 
four of his First Nations 
Portraits: Joe Calf Child, 
Herbert Lawrence, The 
Stump, Jack Sun Calf. 
NdG 5-23 B2  Audo Tape #20. NdG talks with 
George Gooderham 
(Inspector) about his work 
with Indians 
NdG 5-24 B2  Audo Tape #21. NdG talks with jim 
Gladstone who gives 
information on five subject 
painted by the artist. 
NdG 5-25 B2  Audo Mr. Howard? Talking about 
Anna Crow Spreading Wings 
and the contributions of the 
artist, NdG 1955 01 09. 
NdG 5-26 B2  Audo 25 audograph discs of family 
recordings (plus other 
music) NOT re-recorded. 
NdG 5-27 B2  Audo 16 audograph discs of 
miscellaneous recordings 
(plus other music) NOT re-
recorded. 
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NdG 5-28 B2  Audo 2 audograph discs labeled 
“Regina radio” NOT re-
recorded. 
NdG 5-29 B2  Audo 23 audograph discs of 
miscellaneous recordings 
NOT re-recorded 
NdG 5-30 B2  Audo 20 empty audograph disc 
filing envelopes 
NdG 5-31 B2  8.5 X 11 Documentation on 
audograph collection 
including brief descriptions 
of those re-recorded at the 
Provincial Archives in 2006. 
NdG 5-32 B2  Audo 1 audograph disc labeled 
“High Eagle by Rick” in 
cardboard. 
NdG 5-33 B2  CD dGM re-recordings of 8 
audographs by Provincial 
Archives of Alberta (PAA) in 
January of 2008. (1 of 4) 
 
1 audograph disc with 8 
tracks: 1. Dr. Irwin? Garrow 
2. Radio broadcast-Alberta – 
People and Places about 
NdG.  
3. Shorter version of track 
two   
4. Taped orchestra music.  
5. NdG interviewing Dan 
Wildman Jr.   
6. 1955 01 12 Mrs Francis 
Frazer reciting a poem. 
7. Same as track one  
8. Ed Kusher? B.1898 
NdG 5-34 B2  CD NdG re-recordings of 7 
audographs by Provincial 
Archives of Alberta (PAA) in 
January of 2008. (2 of 4) 
1. Unintelligible 
2. Dr. Irvin Garrow 
3. RdG talking about 
Joseph High Eagle 
(painted in 1951) 
4. RdG reading the 
radio broadcast 
program “our 
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heritage about 
Alberta Indians”  by 
John Fisher 
5. NdG interviewing 
Andrew Gibson, 
farm instructor near 
Gleichen, Alberta 
6. Continuation of 
track 5. 
7. “Indians of Blood 
Tribes” by Chief 
Little Dog (also 
known as  Mr. Percy 
Creighton) 
NdG 5-35 B2   NdG re-recordings of 9 
audographs by Provincial 
Archives of Alberta (PAA) in 
January of 2008. (3 of 4) 
1. RdG interviewing 
Peter Atkinson of 
Grand Rapids, 
Manitoba about the 
Lake Winnipeg area. 
15.57 
2. 1954 recording 
(Interviewee not 
identified although 
he is a prospector in 
Northern Canada) 
5:20 
3. RdG reading a poem 
for his father NdG 
on his birthday 1954 
02 24. 5:20 
4. Same as track 3. 
6:15 
5. RdG interviewing 
“Scraping White” 
while he is being 
drawn by NdG 1953 
03 20 in Cardston, 
AB 6:37 
6. NdG interviews 
George 
Beuderome? 1:42 
7. First Nations song 
10:45 
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8.  Child reading about 
painters (dG child?)   
6:23 
9. Same as track  8. 
6:33 
NdG 5-36 B2  CD NdG re-recordings of 3 
audographs by Provincial 
Archives of Alberta (PAA) in 
January of 2008. (4 of 4). 
1. Address by Francis 
Williams Fraser to 
the Rotary Club in 
High River 19:51. 
2. NdG interviews Turn 
Up Nose on 
Blackfoot reserve 
near Gleichen 5:29. 
3. Wolf Ear.  Drawn by 
NdG 5:16 
 
NdG 5-37 B2  CD NdG re-recordings of 6 
audographs by the 
Provincial Archives of 
Alberta (PAA) 2008 07 24. (1 
of 5) 
1. Charlie Crow Eagle 
21:03 
2. Charlie Crow Eagle 
talks about Eldred 
Small Legs15:41 
3. NdG talks about war 
and coming to 
Canada 4:28 
4. RdG interviews Dan 
Wildman? About 
the Sun Dance 8:29 
5. NdG just completed 
portrait of an 
Archdeacon who 
recounts his 
knowledge of Sun 
Dances 11:21 
6. Interview of 
Archdeacon 
continued 13:40 
NdG 5-38 B2  CD NdG re-recordings of  4 
audographs by the 
Provincial Archives of 
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Alberta (PAA) 2008 01 (2 of 
5) 
1. RdG talking with 
John Hunter of the 
Stoney Reserve 
1959 02 17.  21:19 
2. RdG talking with 
John Hunter 1959 
02 17.  20:59 
3. RdG talking with 
Dan Wildman from 
Stoney Reserve. 
20:18 
4. NdG introduces 
oldest Indians of 
Sarcee tribe. 7:14 
 
NdG 5-39 B2  CD NdG re-recordings of 7 
audographs by the 
Provincial Archives of 
Alberta (PAA) 2008 01 (3 of 
5) 
1. RdG  tells story of 
traveling with NdG 
to Nebraska to find 
High Eagle. 8:27 
2. RdG continues story 
of trying to find 
Chief High Eagle. 
5:04 
3. NdG talks to Chief 
Riding at the Door 
and Charlie Greer. 
11:02 
4. SdG introduces a 
song by Pam?10:35 
5. NdG talks with 
Emos Emos. 5:30 
6. RdG talks with Paul 
Francis (White 
Headed Eagle) from 
the Morley Reserve. 
8:52 
7. NdG talks with Chief 
Calf Robe who 
interprets for One 
Gun. 12:46  
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NdG 5-40 B2  CD NdG re-recordings of  4 
audographs by the 
Provincial Archives of 
Alberta (PAA) 2008 01. (4 of 
5) 
1. NdG shows 3 
pictures from Cluny 
Reserve (John  
Drunken Chief, Mrs. 
Drunken Chief, Chief 
One Gun). 19:22 
2. Emos Emos sings 
song and talks 
about himself and 
Joe Crow Feet and 
others sing and 
drum 9:25 
3. Continuation of 
track 2. 9:22 
4. NdG talks with 
Father Laverne 
about himself and 
Chief Shot on Both 
Sides. 29:27 
NdG 5-41 B2  CD NdG re-recordings of 5 
audographs by the 
Provincial Archives of 
Alberta (PAA) 2008. (5 of 5) 
1. NdG talks with Mr. 
Gooderham about 
some of NdGs 
subjects (Joe Calf 
Child, Herbert 
Lawrence, The 
Stump)14:44 
2. NdG talks with 
George Gooderham 
about his life. 5:56 
3. NdG and RdG talks 
with Jimmy 
Gladstone about 3 
of his subjects (Long 
Time Squirrel, 
Weasel Tail, Tough 
Bred) then talks 
with Mrs. 
Gladstone. 17:32 
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4. Anna Crow 
Spreading His Wings 
raised in StandOff 
used to dance at 
SunDance and 
raised Medicine 
Tent every year 5:52 
5. People at party with 
NdG.10:33 
 
 
NdG 5-42 B2  CD 1. RdG talking with 
John Hunter 1959 
02 17.  20:59 
(same as NdG 5-38 track 4) 
NdG 5-43 B2  CD 1. NdG and RdG talks 
with Jimmy 
Gladstone about 3 
of his subjects (Long 
Time Squirrel, 
Weasel Tail, Tough 
Bred) 4:58 
2. Pat Grasshopper’s 
daughter (Annie 
Many Wings) 
interprets for her 
father 3:46 
3. RdG with Rides at 
the Door, 
interpreter is 
Charlie Good Rider. 
3:54 
4. NdG talks with Mr. 
Gooderham about 
some of NdGs 
subjects (Joe Calf 
Child, Jack Sun Calf, 
4:34 
5. NdG talks with Chief 
Calf Robe who 
interprets for One 
Gun. 5:21 
6. NdG talks  about 
Chief Shot on Both 
Sides with Father 
Laverne 13:35 
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NdG 5-44 B2  CD 5 copies of recording used 
in Gordon Synder’s book 
“Drawn from the Past” 
1. Jimmy Gladstone 
talks about Long 
Time Squirrel and 
Weasel Tail  
2. Pat Grasshopper 
3. Rides at the Door 
4. Joe Calf Child and 
Jack Sun Calf 
5. One Gun 
6. Chief Shot on Both 
Sides 
NdG 5-45 B2  CD Copy of NdG 5-44 
NdG 5-46 B2  CD 59 artifacts selected by 
Gordon Snyder and 
prepared by the University 
of Lethbridge Art Gallery. 
2007 02 16 
NdG 5-47 B2  CD U of L Art Collection, Book 
and Exhibition images from 
the NdG Art Collection 
21 images for exhibition 
24 images for book.  
Prepared by U of L Art 
Gallery 2007 02 16 
 
NdG 5-48 Library  CD 132 images (001.TIF-
130.TIF) from the NdG 
Digital Collection @ 300dpi 
(1 of 5) 
NdG 5-49 Library  CD 91 images (131.TIF – 
219.TIF) from the NdG 
Digital Collection 2 300dpi 
(2 of 5) 
NdG 5-50 Library  CD 53 images (220.TIF – 
265.TIF) from the NdG 
Digital Collection @ 300dpi 
(3 of 5) 
NdG 5-51 Library  CD 99 images (266.TIF – 
364.TIF) from the NdG 
Digital Collection @ 300dpi 
(4 of 5) 
 
NdG 5-52 Library  CD 113 images (001slide.jpg – 
060slide.jpg, 365.TIF – 
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397.TIf, Letters -001a  - 
Letters- 013) from the NdG 
Digital Collection @ 300dpi 
(5 of 5) 
 
NdG 6 
NdG 6-1 B2  Pastels Cardboard box (26cm x 
12.5cm x 6.5 cm) with 
pastels, 4 pens and plastic 
box inside. 
NdG 6-2 B2  Pastels Metal Container (23cm x 
17.5cm x 3cm) filled with 
pastels, 1 pencil and a pen) 
 
NdG 7 
NdG 7-1 B2  Carrying case Blue carring case with the 
following items in it: 
1. plastic comb (black) 
2. 4 sets of keys 
3. 3 pairs of glasses (with          
cases) 
4. hospital bracelet 1977 12 
20 
5. 3 eyepatches w/cloth in 
bag. 
 
NdG 8 
NdG 8-1 B2  Audograph 
Grey machine 
Audograph Gray machine 
(serial # 17325) with brown 
leather carrying case and 
microphone.  In working 
condition when inventoried. 
 
NdG 9 
NdG 9-1 B3F1  Papers Blackfeet Agency Archives: 
Correspondence relating to 
Affairs at Blackfeet Agency, 
Montana; 1873-1910. (14p.) 
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NdG 9-2 B3F2  Paper Sir George Hubert Wilkins, 
Polar Flight, Chp 9, 55-59. 4 
misc. pages. 
NdG 9-3 B3F3  Hand written 
notes by S. 
Szabados 
Duncan Charles McDonald 
NdG 9-4 B3F4  Paper “The story of racing in 
Calgary (R.J. Speers) 
portrait subject. 7p. 
NdG 9-5 B3F5  paper Franc R. Joubin Portrait 
subject. 4p. 
NdG 9-6 B3F6  Papers Jean Brown and Joseph 
Harrison Brown, 7U Ranch. 
2p. 
NdG 9-7 B3F7  Paper Ernest Charles Manning 1p. 
NdG 9-8 B3F8  Paper William Legh Walsh 1p. 
NdG 9-9 B3F9  Paper Aberhart, William 
NdG 9-10 B3F10  Paper Samuel Henry Middleton 
2p. 
NdG 9-11 B3F11  Paper Royal Canadian Academy of 
Arts (misc.) 30p. 
NdG 9-12 B3F12   Portraits in publications: 
Lester Patrick, Premier TC 
Douglas, Archbishop MC 
O’Neill, Father Henry Carr, 
WJ Patterson, Maxwell Bell, 
Brigadier McCusker, Sir 
John Fitzgibbons, PW 
Mahon, Athol Murray 
NdG 9-13 B3F13  Correspondence Athol Murray (12 letters); 
2 photographs (Harold 
Woodsworth and family 
with Burt Patterson 
NdG 9-14 B3F14  Correspondence Lloyd B. Rochester (7 
letters) 
NdG 9-15 B3F15  Lectures 3 lectures about Lord 
Selkirk? (c. 1932) by ? 
NdG 9-16 B3F16  Biographies of 
subjects; 2 B/W 
Jimmy Johns, Mungo 
Martin (including photo), 
Arthur Moody (including 
photo), Hungry Crow, 
Hector Crawler, 1 copy of 
Sun Dance Echo 1965 01 v 
2-1. 
NdG 9-17 B3F17  Biographies of 
subjects 
G.H. Gooderhams’s notes 
on sitters.  One Gun, Boy 
Chief, He Will Be Black, 
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Spotted Cloud, Enoch 
Ryder, Red Cloud, Chief 
David Bearspaw, Turning 
Robes, Many Shots, The 
Stump, Jack Sun Calf, 
Herbert Lawrence. 13p. 
NdG 9-18 B3F18  B/W 2 pictures of Buffalo Bow 
Portrait, 1 picture of 
unidentified couple from 
Winnipeg, 1930.  Notes on 
back of picture. 
NdG 9-19 B3F19  Letters, B/W Photograph of Sitting Eagle 
portrait sent to Expo 70 in 
Osaka, Japan for exhibition 
and 9 letters of 
correspondence. 
NdG 9-20 B3F20  Letters 2 photographs of Major 
Fred Tilson, 8 letters of 
correspondence. 
NdG 9-21 B3F21  letters 6 letters of correspondence 
with Guy Weadick 
NdG 9-22 B3F22  Letter 1 letter of correspondence 
from Father J.L Levern 
Cardston, 1958 06 06 
NdG 9-23 B3F23  Letters 7 letters of correspondence 
from Lady and Lord Dundas; 
2 photographs. 
NdG 9-24 B3F24   2 letters of 
correspondence, J.T. 
O’Connor and John L. 
McLaughlin 
NdG 9-25 B3F25  Letters 8 letters of correspondence 
by NdG. 
NdG 9-26 B3F26   6 letters of correspondence 
with NdG 
NdG 9-27 B3F27  Letters  11 letters of 
correspondence n.d.; 1 
business card 
NdG 9-28 B3F28  Letters 4 letters of correspondence 
1978. 
NdG 9-29 B3F29  Letters 15 letters of 
correspondence, 1977. 
NdG 9-30 B3F30  Letters 10 letters of 
correspondence, 1976 
NdG 9-31 B3F31  Letters 21 letters of 
correspondence 1950s 
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NdG 9-32 B3F32  Letters  37 letters of 
correspondence 1970-1973, 
1975. 5 photographs 
NdG 9-33 B3F33  Letters 25 letters of 
correspondence 1960s 
NdG 9-34 B3F34   16 letters of 
correspondence with the 
University of Calgary 1976; 
1 photograph of “One Gun” 
NdG 9-35 B3F35  Booklet 1976 Convocation Booklet 
University of Calgary:  
Honorary Degree  
NdG 9-36 B3F36  Booklet Order of Canada material: 1 
Investiture booklet; 
3 Companions, Officers, 
Members booklets; 5 letters 
of correspondence; 1 
Canada Gazette 1972 12 23.  
NdG 9-37 B3BND1  Letters, 
Biographies  
1. “My friend the 
artist” by Sheila 
Davis Campbell. 
2. “Reminiscences of 
William and Ethel 
Wallace. 
3. “Frank One Spot: 
the last of the 
Sarcees”. 
4. “Nicholas de 
Grandmaison” by 
Brooks Joyner. 
5. Letter from Sheila 
Davis Campbell 
1977 01 06. 
6. Betty Newton letter. 
7. NdG bio 1892-1978.  
NdG 9-38 B3LOOSE   1. NdG personal bio. 
2. NdG personal 
bio.(handwriting) 
3.  Typed version of 2. 
4. English translation 
of article on NdG in 
“Russian Life” 1960 
01 16. 
5. NdG – biographical 
data. 
NdG 9-39.1 B3BND2  Letters Letter from Gooderham re:  
death of High Eagle; 
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NdG 9-39.2 B3BND2  Card Greeting card 
NdG 9-39.3 B3BND2  Letter From Clyde M Cabot 1977 
NdG 9-39.4 B3BND2  B/W Mrs Roberts and German 
maid, 1930. 
NdG 9-39.5 B3BND2  B/W Cranberry Laundry 1930.  
Picture by Matt Berry 
NdG 9-39.6 B3BND2  Letter Letter from Matt Berry 
about pictures in 9-39.4 &.5 
NdG 9-39.7 B3BND2  Letter From Mrs. Barbara Cross 
1960. 
NdG 9-39.8 B3BND2  Letter From Milward Simpson. 
1960 
NdG 9-39.9 B3BND2  Letter From Milward Simpson. 
1960 
NdG 9-39.10 B3BND2  Photocopy  Annals of Wyoming about 
Dick Parr, 1932. 
NdG 9-39.11 B3BND2  Newspaper 
article 
Death of High Eagle 
NdG 9-39.12 B3BND2  Letter Copy of letter about 
painting of High Eagle. 1953 
NdG 9-39.13 B3BND2  Letter From Alex Scabby face 1952  
NdG 9-39.14 B3BND2  Letter Mrs. Henry Janis, 1952. 
NdG 9-39.15 B3BND2  Transcript  Of NdG talking about the 
painting of High Eagle by 
NdG. 
NdG 9-39.16 B3BND2  Letter From only daughter of High 
Eagle, Mrs. Mary High Eagle-
Crow 1953 01 09. 
NdG 9-39.17 B3BND2  Letter Mr. Henry Janis 1951? 
NdG 9-39.18 B3BND2  Letter From Chief Joseph High 
Eagle 1951 
NdG 9-39.19 B3BND2  Letter From Mrs. Henry Janis 1952 
NdG 9-39.20 B3BND2  Note Info on High Eagle: date 
1951 
NdG 9-39.21 B3BND2  Envelope From Chief High Eagle 
NdG 9-39.22 B3BND2  Envelope From Henry Janis 
NdG 9-39.23 B3BND2  Notes Handwritten notes on High 
Eagle for article, 
NdG 9-39.24 B3BND2  Magazine Souvenir Program 75th 
Anniversary Battle of the 
Little Bighorn June 25, 1951 
NdG 9-39.25 B3BND2  Postcard Custer Battlefield 
NdG 9-39.26 B3BND2  Envelope From Mrs. Mary High Eagle 
1953 
NdG 9-39.27 B3BND2  Envelope From South Dakota n.d. 
NdG 9-39.28 B3BND2  Booklet “She watched Custer’s last 
Battle, Marquis 1933. 
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NdG 9-39.29 B3BND2  Book Custer Battlefield National 
Monument. Montana 1961 
reprint. 36p. 
NdG 9-39.30 B3BND2  Pamphlet Custer Battlefield National 
Monument, p.5 foldout. 
 
NdG 10 
NdG 10 - 1 B4  Certificate “Royal Canadian Academy 
of Arts” appointment as an 
Associate. 1943 02 12; Gold 
Frame w/glass 51cm x 36.5 
cm. 
NdG 10-2 B4  Certificate “Royal Canadian Academy 
of Arts” in recognition of 
NdG as one of the 
Academicians. 
1973 12 19.  Frame w/glass 
36cm x 36.5cm. 
NdG 10-3 B4  Medal International Business 
Machines Corp. “Honorary 
award for notable 
contribution to the art of 
the world, in broken case 
with name engraved on top. 
NdG 10-4 B4  Medal 10th Anniversary of the 
Order of Canada 1967-1977, 
in black case. 
NdG 10-5 B4  Cufflinks Pair of cufflinks  in same 
design as medal of 
recognition in 10-6, in small 
plastic case. 
NdG 10-6 B4  Medal Canadian Medal of 
Recognition in black box 
with the initials C.M. on top. 
 
NdG 11  (NdG works in publications) 
NdG 11-1 B5  Exhibition 
catalog 
Nicholas de Grandmaison: 
Landscapes and Views of 
Indian Life.  1989 University 
of Lethbridge 
NdG 11-2 B5  Magazine New Books, Fall 1982: 
Douglas & McIntyre.  
Review of “History in their 
Blood” p.2 
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NdG 11-3 B5  Magazine ARTnews 1982 10.  
Exhibition Ad p.25 
NdG 11-4 B5  Magazine Glenbow 1982 09/10. 
Article on NdG p22. Ad for 
Exhibition at Glenbow 
inside back cover. 
NdG 11-5 B5  Auction Book Christie’s (Canada with 
Montreal Book Auctions 
1970. Lot 18, Lot 27. 
NdG 11-6 B5  Clippings Advertising in Canadian 
newspapers about “History 
in their Blood. 
NdG 11-7 B5  Magazine The Saskatchewan Indian 
1976 v.6 #5.  Information on 
Harold Woodworth, Agency 
Superintendent. 
NdG 11-8 B5  Magazine Winnipeg Sketch Club, 
1970; NdG former member 
and included in list. 
NdG 11-9 B5  catalog “Paintings of the American 
West and recent 
acquisitions; Montgomery 
Gallery 1985, no.22 Jim 
Knife. 
NdG 11-10 B5  Book Contemporary Art of the 
Western Hemisphere: 
Permanent Collection; 
International Business 
Machines Inc.  no.31 
Weasel Tail by NdG. 
NdG 11-11 B5  Book Bank of Montreal: 164th 
Annual Report 1981. p.28 
mention of acquisition of 
100 works from NdG and 
portrait of Good Rider. 
NdG 11-12 B5  Magazine Canada en Vogue. p. 3 
Portrait in ad. 
NdG 11-13 B5  Magazine Artfocus vol.II issue 2. 
Winter 1978. P. 42-47 
Article on NdG by Morgan 
Gadd. 
NdG 11-14 B5  Pamphlet Rotary Club of West 
Calgary, 1975. Both NdG 
and OdG had works for sale 
in this exhibition and 
auction 
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NdG 11-15 B5  Sheet Advertising “History in their 
Blood” publication through 
Hudson Hills Press in NY. 
NdG 11-16 B5  Pamphlet Calgary Power Ltd Art 
Exhibition 1959. “Wildman” 
and “Bullhead”. 
NdG 11-17 B5  Pamphlet “A Collection of Art”: 
Names of Alberta artists 
with showings in Alberta 
House” 
NdG 11-18 B5  Pamphlet “Indian Portraits by NdG: 
McCord Museum of McGill 
University. 1961 
NdG 11-19 B5  Pamphlet Canadian Masters: Loch 
Gallery 
NdG 11-20 B5  Magazine Christie’s in Canada. 1971 
“Across Mountain” 
NdG 11-21 B5  Magazine “The Kennedy Quarterly” 
vol. XV, no. 1. 1976. “Indian 
Brave”  
NdG 11-22 B5  Magazine Peace Hills Trust Company” 
1983 Annual Report. Cover 
“Mr. Crier Hobbema-Cree” 
NdG 11-23 B5  Catalogue Royal Canadian Academy of 
Arts “catalogue of the sixty-
fourth annual exhibition 
1943. “Sketch of Sarcee 
Indian from Alberta” 
NdG 11-24 B5  Catalogue Canadian Physician’s Fine 
Art and Camera Salon, Banff 
1946.  NdG on Jury of 
Selection. 
NdG 11-25 B5  Catalogue Galvin Auction Co. Auction 
1976. “Indian Chief” by 
NdG, “Skyscape near 
Priddis” by OdG 
NdG 11-26 B5  Catalogue Glenbow Collects: An 
Exhibition 1969. “Black 
Stone”, “Many Turning 
Robes” 
NdG 11-27 B5  Magazine Cherokee Resources Ltd. 
1980. NdG portrait on 
cover. 
NdG 11-28 B5  Magazine Artswest vol. 7, no.10 1982. 
Article: History in their 
Blood: A Co-Operative 
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Achievement, by Shelagh 
Nolan. 
NdG 11-29 B5  Magazine Artswest vol 3, no.3 1978. 
Article by Anne Payne: 
Preserving Culture and 
Tradition. P.19. 
NdG 11-30 B5  Magazine Key to Calgary: 1982; Nick 
and the Indians at the 
Glenbow. P. 11-12. By Hugh 
Demsey. 
NdG 11-31 B5  Magazine The Seigneur: 1933. 
Mentions Stoney indian on 
cover –other issue maybe. 
NdG 11-32 B5  Magazine Bravura: The Calgary 
Philharmonic Society: vol. 4. 
No. 5 “Untitled Indian 
Portrait” on cover  
NdG 11-33 B5  Catalogue Index76, fall show 1976. 
Downstairs Gallery, 
Edmonton. 
“Sacred Owl” 
NdG 11-34 B5  Magazine Calgary Magazine 1982.  Ad 
for NdG exhibition at 
Glenbow. 
NdG 11-35 B5BAG1  Card Christmas Card with FNs 
portrait by NdG on cover 
from Canadian Utilities Ltd. 
NdG 11-36 B5BAG1  Card Christmas Card from Brian 
Norford with “One Gun 
From Cluny” portrait by 
NdG on cover. 
NdG 11-37 B5BAG2  Card Cover by OdG “The 
Foothills. Winter Sunset” for 
Canadian Save the Children 
Fund. 
NdG 11-38 B5BAG2  Card Advertising exhibition and 
sale of new works by NdG 
“Foothills Rain” and “Storm 
Front” depicted on and in 
card. Masters Gallery Ltd. 
NdG 11-39 B5BAG2  Card Advertising exhibition and 
sale of new works by NdG: 
The Prairie Sentinels of 
Canada. “Kelliher, 
Saskatchewan; and 
“Denard, Manitoba. 
Masters Gallery Ltd. 
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NdG 11-40 B5BAG3  Card “December Snowfall” by 
OdG 
NdG 11-41 B5LOOSE  Pamphlet Woodwards, public showing 
of Works of Art by famous 
Alberta Artists “Bull Head” 
by NdG. 
NdG 11-42 B5LOOSE  Card BMO advertising the newly 
published work “History in 
their Blood” 
NdG 11-43 B5LOOSE   Master Gallery Ltd. Calgary 
dG: Paintings from the 
family; NdG, RdG, NdG Jr. 
NdG 11-44 B5LOOSE  Pamphlet Los Angeles County 
Museum: NdG exhibition 
November, 1959. 
NdG 11-45 B5LOOSE  Card Montgomery Gallery, San 
Francisco 1985. Exhibition 
NdG 11-46 B5LOOSE  Card Masters Gallery Ltd., 
Calgary 
2001 04 2001 NdG and TdG 
Exhibition 
NdG 11-47 B5LOOSE  Booklet Information on 100 
portraits owned by BMO in 
1979. 
NdG 11-48 B5LOOSE  Card Invitation to BMO reception 
in the Library of Glenbow 
Museum 1982 10 14. 
NdG 11-49 B5LOOSE  Card Invitation to “NdG Selected 
Works October 7-30, 1982.  
American Indian Arts, NY.  
“Scraping White Blood 
Indian” on cover. 
NdG 11-50 B5LOOSE  Card Invitation to first major 
North American Exhibition 
at Los Angeles County 
Museum 1959 11 7-29. 
 
NdG 12 (OL: BOX 6) 
NdG 12-1 B6LOOSE  B/W Portrait of Ivy Dundas with 
note to NdG 1919. 
NdG 12-2 B6LOOSE  B/W Written on picture: 
“Grandmaison painting in 
his motor studio, Morley, 
1946” 
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NdG 12-3 B6LOOSE  B/W NdG with A. Y. Jackson on 
painting trip, 1937. 
NdG 12-4 B6LOOSE  B/W NdG standing in front of his 
portrait of High Eagle 
NdG 12-5 B6LOOSE  B/W NdG and High Eagle 
standing outside doorway. 
NdG 12-6 B6LOOSE  Letter From Guy Weadick to NdG 
1950 10 30. 
NdG 12-7 B6LOOSE  Letter  Letter of introduction about 
NdG from Father Athol 
Murray to King Clancy. 
NdG 12-8 B6LOOSE  Letter To NdG from J. L Levern, 
OMI, Cardston 1959 03 31 
NdG 12-9 B6LOOSE  Letter To NdG from Tommy 
Douglas, Premier of 
Saskatchewan 1957 02 05 
NdG 12-10 B6LOOSE  Letter Letter of introduction (in 
French) about NdG in 1930. 
NdG 12-11 B6LOOSE  Letter To NdG from G. H. 
Gooderham 1946 12 16 
NdG 12-12 B6LOOSE  Letter Letter of introduction about 
NdG’s anticipated trip to 
the Queen Charlotte Islands 
1962 06 21. 
NdG 12-13 B6LOOSE  Letter From NdG to a Mr. Robson 
who he might have met on 
ship to Canada 1923 09 15 
NdG 12-14 B6LOOSE  B/W 2 military men outside 
shower in bldg. n.d. 
NdG 12-15 B6LOOSE  B/W Dr. Millar, Director of 
Academy of Sciences, at 
1959/60 exhibition of 
NdG’s works. 
NdG 12-16 B6LOOSE  Letter Letter to NdG from Ivy 
Dundas n.d. 
NdG 12-17 B6LOOSE  Letter Letter to NdG from Ivy 
Dundas n.d. 
NdG 12-18 B6LOOSE  B/W Picture of Ivy Dundas 
NdG 12-19 B6LOOSE  B/W Men in kitchen. n.d. 
NdG 12-20 B6LOOSE  B/W “Kenderdine in Banff” is 
written on picture 
NdG 12-21 B6LOOSE  B/W Mr Bowser …? Indian agent 
at Fort Q’uappelle in Sask.  
Long note on back of 
picture by NdG. 
NdG 12-22 B6LOOSE  B/W SdG with framed portrait of 
FN person. 
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NdG 12-23 B6LOOSE  B/W NdG with A.Y. Jackson on 
painting trip, 1937 
NdG 12-24 B6BND1P2  Sheet “A.A. Evreynov. Violinist 
1916. NdG’s cousin. 
NdG 12-25 B6BND1P3  B/W Picture of Officer George 
Lionid Rylchevski, Prison of 
War Camp in Germany 
1918. 
NdG 12-26 B6BND1P5/6  B/W with 
Sheet 
“Chippenham from the air”. 
NdG resided in 
Chippenham in 1919-1920. 
NdG 12-27 B6BND1P7/8  Postcard with 
Sheet 
Post card with menu and 
eight signatures of his 
friends, 1916. 
NdG 12-28 B6BND1P9/10  B/W with 
Sheet 
NdG sitting with 
Commander of Brigade and 
Commander of Regiment, 
Prisoner of War Camp, 
Germany. 
NdG 12-29 B6BND1P11  B/W with 
Sheet 
Picture from Sorokin 1918 
06 22.  Writing in Russian 
on back and translated on 
sheet. 
NdG 12-30 B6BND1P12/13  B/W with 
Sheet 
NdG with friends in 
Prisoner of War Camp, 
Germany 1914-1918. 
NdG 12-31 B6BND1P16  B/W with 
Sheet 
“In memory of Fritzlung 
imprisonment. A. M. 
Sooriev 1914-1918.  Writing 
in Russian on back. 
NdG 12-32 B6BND1P17  B/W with 
Sheet 
“Maison from George. 
Don’t forget. War Camp. 
1914-1918.  Writing on 
back. 
NdG 12-33 B6BND1P20  B/W with 
Sheet 
“Friends at War Camp, 
Germany 1914-1918. 
NdG 12-34 B6BND1P21  B/W with 
Sheet 
“To dear Maison in memory 
of our life in Munich 1919 
06 30.  Picture of woman. 
NdG 12-35 B6BND1P23/24  Postcard with 
Sheet 
Post card of B. Bootsnoy. 
“To dear N.R. Grandmaison 
in memory of my sitting. B. 
Bootsnoy Oct 1919. April 
1920.” 
NdG 12-36 B6BND1P25/26  B/W with 
Sheet 
“Officers Fellow Prisoners 
at War Camp 1914-1918.”  
Writing in Russian on back. 
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NdG 12-37 B6BND1P27/28  B/W with 
Sheet 
Written in Russian on back 
“To Grandmaison in 
memory of his friends. 
Don’t forget us when you 
are a great artist, 1915 
German War Camp 
Frankfurt.” 
NdG 12-38 B6BND1P29/30  B/W with 
sheet 
Picture of Anna Agouroff.  
In Russian on back. “dear 
Nicki in memory of a 
chance meeting…” 
NdG 12-39 B6BND1P31  B/W with 
Sheet 
St Petersburg 1914. 
NdG 12-40 B6BND1P32  B/W with 
Sheet 
2 men with written 
comments on back in 
Russian. 
NdG 12-41 B6BND1P33  B/W with 
Sheet 
Anna Agouroff in memory 
from workerworker with 
commitment to help war 
casualties, Coppenhagen 
1918 02 27. 
NdG 12-42 B6BND1P34  B/W with 
Sheet 
In dear memory to dear 
Nicholas Rafael, A. 
Postnikov, Frfiegberg, 1918 
06 03. 
NdG 12-43 B6BND1P35  Postcard In Russian – not translated. 
NdG 12-44 B6BND1P36  Letter From Red Cross Nurse 1917 
04 07 to NdG in English 
NdG 12-45 B6BND1loose  Letter Note without picture 
NdG 12-46 B6BND1P37  Postcard In Russian – not translated 
NdG 12-47 B6BND1P38  Letter In English by Vera 
NdG 12-48 B6BND1P39  Postcard In Russian – not translated 
NdG 12-49 B6BND1P40  Letter From NdG to Michel in 
English “probably 1918” 
NdG 12-50 B6BND1P41  Postcard Of Officers in Germany? 
 
NdG 13 
NdG 13-1 B7BND1P1  Sheet Cover of Magazine done by 
NdG – 3 people in canoe 
NdG 13-2 B7BND1P2  Sheet Information about cover in 
NdG 13-1 
NdG 13-3 B7BND1LOOSE  Sheet Inside cover of New World 
Magazine –“the doctor” 
NdG 13-4 B7BND1P3  Sheet Cover of “The Seigneur” – 
young FN’s girl 
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NdG 13-5 B7BND1P4  B/W and 
Clipping 
“Split Ears”/”Running in the 
Middle of A Fight He 
captures A Gun” dies 
NdG 13-6 B7BND1P5TL NDG07_232.tif Clipping Irene Elizabeth Price 
NdG 13-7 B7BND1P5TR  Clipping Describing NdG exhibition 
NdG 13-8 B7BND1P5BR  B/W Portrait of boy 
NdG 13-9 B7BND1P5BL  B/W Portrait of girl 
NdG 13-10 B7BND1P6  B/W and 
Clippings 
2 articles and 2 portraits 
NdG 13-11 B7BND1P7  Clippings Article of NdG’s portrait of 
indian women’s head 
NdG 13-12 B7BND1P8  Clippings “French Habitant” by NdG 
in Winnipeg Saturday 
Evening Tribune 1930 03 
22. 
NdG 13-13 B7BND1P9 NDG07_239.tif Clippings “Chief Running Dog” 
NdG 13-14 B7BND1P10L NDG07_241.tif Clipping Article announcing wedding 
of NdG and Sophie 
Dournovo in Red Deer 
NdG 13-15 B7BND1P10R NDG07_242.tif Clipping Article announcing NdG 
visiting Prince Albert, SK 
NdG 13-16 B7BND1P11L NDG07_243.tif Clipping “Chief Old Sun” 
NdG 13-17 B7BND1P11R NDG07_244.tif Clipping NdG returning to Winnipeg 
to paint portrait of Chief 
Justice 1931 05 
NdG 13-18 B7BND1P12L NDG07_245.tif Clipping NdG’s work on view at 
Palliser Hotel 1931 02 19 
NdG 13-19 B7BND1P12R NDG07_246.tif Clipping “Artist Paints Indian types” 
NdG 13-20 B7BND1P13  Clipping 1931 09 22  mentions 
wedding of NdG and Sophie 
Dournovo 
NdG 13-21 B7BND1P14  2 B?W and 
Clipping 
“Exhibits Pastels of Indian 
Types” and 2 Portraits of 
Caucasian kids. 
NdG 13-22 B7BND1P15 NDG07_249.tif Clipping “Art Club Honors M. de 
Grandmaison” 
NdG 13-23 B7BND1P16 NDG07_250.tif Clipping “Charlie” in Saturday 
Review 1933 12 23 
NdG 13-24 B7BND1P17  Magazine “Stoney Indian” on cover of 
The Seigneur 1933 04 and 
article on p.15. 
NdG 13-25 B7BND1P19  Cover Woman carrying toddler.  
“The Canadian” 1935 09 
NdG 13-26 B7BND1P20  B/W NdG and sitter outside 
house. N.d. 
NdG 13-27 B7BND1P21 NDG07_255.tif Clipping About two of NdG’s 
portraits being hung in 
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Canadian Royal Art 
Academy Show – portrait of 
Jimmy Cameron. 
NdG 13-28 B7BND1P22 NDG07_256.tif Clipping “Charming Children 
Portrayed: NdG Exhibits at 
HBC this week” 1936 05 12 
NdG 13-29 B7BND1P24  Clipping  “the doctor” New World 
Illustrated” September n.d. 
and short article 
NdG 13-30 B7BND1P25 NDG07_260.tif Clippings Article on NdG and picture 
of honorary award medal 
by IBM 
NdG 13-31 B7BND1P26 NDG07_262.tif Clipping “”Urges Travelling Museum 
Scheme be Adopted in 
Canada” NdG 
NdG 13-32 B7BND1P27 NDG07_263.tif Clipping John M. Imrie, VP of 
Edmonton Journal 1938 06 
29 
NdG 13-33 B7BND1P28 NDG07_264.tif Clipping Dr. W.A.R. Kerr, retiring 
President of the U of A. 
1941 10 27 
NdG 13-34 B7BND1P29 NDG07_265.tif Clipping “Weasel Tail” Montreal 
Gazette 1942 
NdG 13-34b B7BND1P30 NDG07_266.tif Clipping “William Aberhart” 1944 02 
17 
NdG 13-35 B7BND1P31  Booklet “Canadian Physicians: Fine 
Art and Camera Salon”.  
NdG listed as member of 
Jury of Selection 1946 
NdG 13-36 B7BND1P34/35  Clipping “Dr. Allan Blair” by NdG 
Leader Post 1949 07 09 
NdG 13-37 B7BND1P36  Clipping “Dr. Allan Blair” portrait 
unveiled.  Leader Post 1949 
09 16 
NdG 13-38 B7BND1P37  Cover “George G. Ross” by NdG 
Canadian Cattlemen 1950 
02 
NdG 13-39 B7BND1P38 NDG07_270.tif Cover NdG portrait – Subject 
unknown. Canadian 
Cattlemen 1951 04 v14. #4. 
NdG 13-40 B7BND1P39 NDG07_271.tif Cover NdG portrait – Subject 
unknown.  Canadian 
Cattlemen 1950 05 v13. #5 
NdG 13-41 B7BND1P40  Sheet Description of calendar 
cover: James Richardson & 
Sons Ltd. 
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NdG 13-42 B7BND1P41  Clipping “Famous artist is painting 
Indians” Wyoming State 
Journal 1951 10 16 
NdG 13-43 B7BND1P42  Clipping “Painter of Indian Culture 
Works Here” Spokane Daily 
Chronicle 1952 05 14 
NdG 13-44 B7BND1P43  Clipping “Doctors to Show Works of 
Art during Session” see 
NdG 13-35. 
NdG 13-45 B7BND1P44  B/W Picture that appeared in 
newspaper article in 13-44. 
NdG 13-46 B7BND1P45  Article “William Toole” and 
“George Peet” by NdG.  
Article in Western Business 
& Industry. 
NdG 13-47 B7BND1P46  Article Portrait by NdG.  Current 
Account 1953 v.3 #2. 
NdG 13-48 B7BND1P47/48  Clipping “picture of room showing 
Ndg portrait over fireplace” 
Western Homes & Living 
1953/54 Dec-Jan 
NdG 13-49 B7BND1P49  Clipping “G.H. Gooderham with wife 
and presentation of “Tom 
Turned-Up Nose” by NdG 
CH 1954 05 19 
NdG 13-50 B7BND1P50  Clipping Discussing Dr. J.M. Uhrich 
portrait done by NdG 
NdG 13-51 B7BND1P51 NDG07_284.tif Clipping Passing of Pat Grasshopper 
with NdG portrait.  The 
Telegram 1955 03 08 
NdG 13-52 B7BND1P53  Card Portrait of Pet Grasshopper 
on front. “May ka Da Kezy) 
NdG 13-53 B7BND1P53 NDG07_285.tif Clipping “G.H. Steer”, “M.M. 
McIntyre”, “L.Y. Cairns” by 
NdG  CH 1956 01 25 
NdG 13-54 B7BND1P54  Clipping “Dr. G.H. Steer” by NdG 
NdG 13-55 B7BND1P55 NDG07_287.tif 
NDG07_288.tif 
Article and C “Chief Fred Lookout” and 
“Julia Lookout” by NdG 
NdG 13-56 B7BND1P56-69  Clippings Miscellaneous clippings 
NdG 13-57 B7BND1P70  Pamphlet and 
Invitation 
Pamphlet and invitation to 
NdG Exhibition at Los 
Angeles County Museum 
1959 11 7-29 
NdG 13-58 B7BND1P71  Article NdG and “High Eagle”  Time 
1959 11 23 
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NdG 13-59 B7BND1P73  Clipping “Honored to paint indians” 
St. Catherines Standard 
1959 10 28. 
NdG 13-60 B7BND1P75  Magazine Larry Crosby gives party for 
NdG.  The Southern 
California Club and Sports 
Magazine 1959 12 p. 5. 
NdG 13-61 B7BND1P76  Clipping “Sun Chief Show: Bing 
Crosby Hails Artist’s Display 
Here” SF Examiner 1959 12 
13. 
NdG 13-62 B7BND1P77  News release California Academy of 
Sceinces at Golden Gate 
Park 1959? re: NdG 
exhibition 
NdG 13-63 B7BND1P78 NDG07_299.tif Clippings “13 Indian Portraits in Rare 
Show” SF Sunday Chronicle 
1959 12 13. “Joseph High 
Eagle” 
NdG 13-64 B7BND1P79 NDG07_300.tif 
NDG07_301.tif 
Clippings Los Angeles Times 1959 11 
04  Indian portraits “High 
Eagle” 
NdG 13-65 B7BND1P80  Clippings “Los Angeles Examiner 
1959 11 10  “Pastel Indian 
Art to be Shown” 
NdG 13-66 B7BND1P81  Clipping c1959  Artist of Indian 
Portraits to Exhibit. 
NdG 13-67 B7BND1P82  Clipping Daily News 1959 11 29 RdG 
NdG 13-68 B7BND1P83  Clipping “Little Starlight” 1959 12 03 
NdG 13-69 B7BND1P84  Clipping RdG showing NdG artwork  
NdG 13-70 B7BND1P85  Clipping Open House on Friday will 
Aid Reservation Tribes 
NdG 13-71 B7BND1P86  Clipping RdG with “Little Starlight” 
portrait 1959 12 02 Daily 
News 
NdG 13-72 B7BND1P87  Clippings Los Angeles Times 1959 11 
08 Canadian Painter won’t 
sell Indian portraits” 
NdG 13-73 B7BND1P88  Clipping The Gazette 1959 12 29 
NdG 13-74 B7BND1P89  Article In Russian language 
NdG 13-75 B7BND1P90  Clipping “Exquisite gifts at Casa 
Loma” 
NdG 13-76 B7BND1P91 NDG07_304.tif 
NDG07_305.tif 
Clipping “Foremost Indian Painter 
Here” 
NdG 13-77 B7BND1P92  Clipping G&M 1960 05 06 
“Character of Indians 
Portrayed in Pastels” 
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NdG 13-78 B7BND1P93  Clipping SF News 1960 01 23 
NdG 13-79 B7BND1P94  Clipping Exhibition by NdG at Eatons 
NdG 13-80 B7BND1P95  Pamphlet “Sixth Citizenship Day” NdG 
was a speaker 1960 05 17 
NdG 13-81 B7BND1P96  Sheets “Outline of NdG’s work as 
depicted in Canadian Scene 
magazine” 
NdG 13-82 B7BND1P97  Clipping Leader Post 1960 06 16 
“People don’t give art a 
chance, artist claims” 
NdG 13-83 B7BND1P98  Clippings Liberty 1961 05 “refusal to 
sell his Indian portraits” 
NdG 13-84 B7BND1P99  Pamphlet McCord Museum of McGill 
University – Exhibition. 
“Turn up Nose” on cover 
NdG 13-85 B7BND1P100  Clipping “De Grandmaison’s 
Indians” 
Montreal Star 1961 10 21 
NdG 13-86 B7BND1P101  Sheet “Indian Lady” by NdG  
Calgary Power 
NdG 13-87 B7BND1P103  Cover Field Horse and Rodeo 
1962 09  “Blackfoot Brave” 
NdG 13-88 B7BND1P105  Clipping The Albertan 1963 09 07  
Mentions Archdeacon S.h. 
Middleton by NdG 
NdG 13-89 B7BND1P107  Clipping Leader Post 1964 Article 
about NdG 
NdG 13-90 B7BND1P107  Clipping Banff Crag & Canyon 1964 
01 15 Picture of NdG 
painting at his Cave Avenue 
home in Banff 
NdG 13-91 B7BND1P108 NDG07_309.tif Clipping The Province 1964 09 29 
“Indian art exponents 
capture history” Picture of 
SdG 
NdG 13-92 B7BND1P109 NDG07_310.tif Clipping The Mail Star 1965 12 13 
“He paints only the 
vanishing race” 
NdG 13-93 B7BND1P110 NDG07_311.tif Article Mm Golden West; Summer, 
1967. “ Great Modern 
Painter of Indians” 
“Blackfoot Brave” and 
“Chief Coldweather” 
pictured 
NdG 13-94 B7BND1P111  Clipping The Albertan 1967 09 01 
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Mrs McCutcheon mentions 
NdG’s portrait of her 
daughter Barbara 
NdG 13-95 B7BND1P112  C Picture of NdG Portrait and 
Joe Stevens and Jacques 
Voost 1970 05 05 
NdG 13-96 B7BND1P113  Cover Bravura 1972-1973 
“Untitled Indian Portrait” 
by NdG 
NdG 13-97 B7BND1P115  Photo Banff Crag & Canyon 1973 
04 18   
NdG 13-98 B7BND1P116 NDG07_314.tif Clipping G&M 1972 12 25 Order of 
Canada note 
NdG 13-99 B7BND1P117  Clipping Calgary Gazette 1976 04 29 
U of C Honorary Degree 
NdG 13-100 B7BND1P118  Clippings Re: Honorary Degree 
NdG 13-101 B7BND1P119  Clipping Re: Honorary Degree 
NdG 13-102 B7BND1P120  Article Re: Peter Loughheed 
mentioning that his favorite 
paiter is NdG. Maclean’s 
NdG 13-103 B7BND1P121  Clipping CH 1977 02 07 Portrait of 
Father Doucet by NdG  
NdG 13-104 B7BND1P122  Award “Citizen of the Age of 
Enlightenment Award” 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi 
NdG 13-105 B7BND1P123  Clipping Banff Crag & Canyon 1977 
12 14  re: about NdG family 
NdG 13-106 B7BND1P124  Newsletter The Cairn 1977-78 NdG 
Family Exhibition  
NdG 13-107 B7BND1P124  Newsletter Copy of NdG13-106 
NdG 13-108 B7BND1P126 NDG07_318.tif Clipping Crag & Canyon 1978 01 04 
“Grandmaisons feted at 
Peter Whyte soiree” 
NdG 13-109 B7BND1P127  Clipping “Alberta artist dies at 86” 
NdG 13-110 B7BND1P129  Clipping CH 1978 03 29  “Artist 
buried” 
NdG 13-111 B7BND1P130 NDG07_319.tif Clipping Fort Macleod Gazette 1978 
04 05 “Well known 
Southern Alta Artist Passes 
at Age 86” 
NdG 13-112 B7BND1P131 NDG07_320.tif Clipping Saint John’s Calgary Report 
1978 04 10 “An artist 
honored by two worlds”  
NdG 13-113 B7BND1P132 NDG07_321.tif Clipping 1978 04 29 “NdG dies at 
86” 
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NdG 13-114 B7BND1P133  Cover Cherokee Resources 
Limited 1980 Annual 
Report 
NdG 13-115 B7BND1P134  Article Article in NDG13-114 
NdG 13-116 B7BND1P135  Article Art West article about NDG 
NdG 13-117 B7BND1LOOSE  Article Copy of NdG13-116 
NdG 13-118 B7BND1P137 NDG07_323.tif Clipping Masters Gallery “Coming 4 
October 1980 Historical 
paintings by NdG” Calgary 
Sun 1980 09 18 
NdG 13-119 B7BND1P138  Clipping CH 1980 10 01 “Portrait of 
Indian: De Grandmaison 
gift marks Alberta’s 75th” 
NdG 13-120 B7BND1P139  Invitation BMO invitation to opening 
of Toronto Main Branch 
and NDG collection.  List of 
100 portraits included 
NdG 13-121 B7BND1P140  Invitations Master Galleries and 
Lefebvre Galleries 1980 
NdG 13-122 B7BND1P141  Clipping Masters Gallery Ad 
NdG 13-123 B7BND1P142  Article “Investing in Art” Arts West 
1978 about NdG 
NdG 13-124 B7BND1P143  Cover Arts West v.5 no. 2 1980 03 
NdG 13-125 B7BND1P144  Article Arts West v.3 no. 3 1978 05 
NdG 13-126 B7BND1P145  Card “Holiday greeting card from 
Canadian Utilities Ltd. 
NdG 13-127 B7BND1P146  Invitations NdG Exhibitions 1982 & 
1985 
NdG 13-128 B7BND1P147  C 8x10 photo of SdG, and 
son? 
NdG 13-129 B7BND1P148  B/W 8x10 photo of SdG at 
microphone 
NdG 13-130 B7BND1P149  News Release Order of Canada 1977 07 
15 
NdG 13-131 B7BND1P153  Pamphlet “Order of Canada” listing 
NdG as member 1977. 
NdG 13-132 B7BND1P155  Pamphlet Investiture – Rideau Hall 
1977 04 
NdG 13- 133 B7BND1P157  Pamphlet Investiture – Rideau Hall 
1973 04 11 
NdG 13-134 B7BND1P159  Envelope “Tenth Anniversary of the 
Order of Canada” 1977 07 
30 
NdG 13-135 B7BND1P161  Letter “Order of Canada” 1977 
from Jules Leger, Govenor 
General. 
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NdG 13-136 B7BND1LOOSE  Sheet Biography of Tom Morning 
Owl. 
NdG 13-137 B7BND1LOOSE  Sheet Copy of LH article 1956 03 
16 on Chief Shot Both Sides  
NdG 13-138 B7BND1LOOSE  Article “North American Indians” 
by George Catlin 1926 
NdG 13-139 B7BND1LOOSE  Address “Address presented to 
Chief Crowfoot” by Mayor 
of Orttawa n.d. 
NdG 13-140 B7BND1LOOSE  Article “Blackfoot Data: for NdG 
NdG 13-141 B7BND2P1-5+  Clippings Chief Joseph Abel Watetch, 
Chief Walking Eagle, Chief 
Shot On Both Sides, Chief 
David One-Spot, Herbert 
Lawrence, Francis Setting 
Eagle. 
NdG 13-142 B7BND2P6  2C, 2B/W Chief Shot Both Sides 
NdG 13-143 B7BND2P9  Sheet Info on Thomas Three 
Persons 
NdG 13-144 B7BND2P12  B/W  Picture of 50 inch pole 
carved by Rufus Moody.  
On back: “To Nick” 1966 
NdG 13-145 B7BND2P13  Sheet Copy of NdG13-138 
NdG 13-146 B7BND2P14  Sheet Handwritten info 1953 05 
12 
NdG 13-147 B7BND2P17-30  Clippings Duck Chief, Baptiste 
Saddleback, Sitting Bull, Pat 
Grasshopper, Princess Blue 
Water, Tom Yellowhorn, 
Chief Shot on Both Sides, 
Chief John Cotton, Pricella 
White Quills, Bull’s Head, 
Crowfoot, Old Sun 
NdG 13-148 B7BND2LOOSE  Newspaper LH 1937 06 19  Cardston 
Jubilee Edition. First 
Section 
NdG 13-149 B7BND2LOOSE  Newspaper LH 1937 06 19 Cardston 
Jubilee Edition  Second 
Section 
NdG 13-150 B7BND3P1  Telegram From mary Sykes to NdG 
1919 09 04 
NdG 13-151 B7BND3P2  Letter To NdG 1919 09 16 
NdG 13-152 B7BND3P3  Letter To NdG from George 
Thomson? 1927 12 20 
NdG 13-153 B7BND3P4  Letter To NdG  
NdG 13-154 B7BND3P5  Letter To NdG 1922 07 12 
NdG 13-155 B7BND3P6  Letter To NdG 1919 09 
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NdG 13-156 B7BND3P7  Letter To NdG 1921 
NdG 13-157 B7BND3P9  Letter To NdG from Edith A. 
Pitches 1922 08 09 
NdG 13-158 B7BND3P10  Postcard “The Manor”. Chippenham 
from the Air 
NdG 13-159 B7BND3P11  Letter To NdG 1922 12 
NdG 13-160 B7BND3P12  Letter To NdG n.d. 
NdG 13-161 B7BND3P13  Letter To NdG from Commission 
Agent 1923 04 06 
NdG 13-162 B7BND3P15  Letter To NdG 1923 05 14 
NdG 13-163 B7BND3P16  Letter To NdG 1923 05 16 
NdG 13-164 B7BND3P17  Letter To NdG 1923 06 12 
NdG 13-165 B7BND3P18  Postcards (2) 1923 08 08 
NdG 13-166 B7BND3P19  Letter To NdG 
NdG 13-167 B7BND3P20  Letter To NdG 
NdG 13-168 B7BND3P21  Letter  To NdG 1923 09 01 
NdG 13-169 B7BND3P22  Letter To NdG 1923 11 07 
NdG 13-170 B7BND3P23  Letter To NdG 1923 12 20 
NdG 13-171 B7BND3P24  Letter Re; NdG employment with 
Brigdens of Winnipeg Ltd. 
1924 04 19 
NdG 13-172 B7BND3P25  Letter Application for 
membership to Arts Club of 
Winnipeg 1924 03 31 
NdG 13-173 B7BND3P27  Letter 1927 07 14 
NdG 13-174 B7BND3P28  Letter To NdG from George 
Dundas 1925 02 03 
NdG 13-175 B7BND3P29  Letter To NdG from Brigdens of 
Winnipeg outlining pay. 
1926 08 31 
NdG 13-176 B7BND3P30  Letter To NdG from A.L. Tharp 
1927 01 08 
NdG 13-177 B7BND3P31  Letter/Card To NdG from A.L. Tharp 
1928 01 09 
NdG 13-178 B7BND3P33  Letter To NdG from D. E. 
Cameron, Librarian at U of 
A 1932 11 30 
NdG 13-179 B7BND3P35  Letter Of introduction to 
President of U of S from 
Professor Carrothers at 
UBC 1933 09 13 
NdG 13-180 B7BND3P37  Letter To NdG from National 
Museum of Canada 1932 
12 16 
NdG 13-181 B7BND3P40  Letter To NdG from D. E. Cameron 
1935 03 30 
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NdG 13-182 B7BND3P41  Letter To NdG from Dionne 
Quintriplet guardianship 
1936 11 17 
NdG 13-183 B7BND3P43  Letter 1939 03 13 
NdG 13-184 B7BND3P45  Letter To NdG from Phil 
Weyerhaeuser 19945 10 01 
NdG 13-185 B7BND3P47   Letter Of introduction to 
the Bryants 1949 02 08 
NdG 13-186 B7BND3P48  Letter To NdG from Charles 
Camsell n.d. 
NdG 13-187 B7BND3P49  Letter To NdG from A. L. Tharp 
NdG 13-188 B7BND3P49  Letters (2) To NdG from A. L. Tharp 
NdG 13-189 B7BND3P49  Letter To NdG from A.L. Tharp 
NdG 13-190 B7BND3P52  Letter To NdG 
NdG 13-191 B7BND3P53  Letter To NdG w/postcard 1919 
09 08 
NdG 13-192 B7BND3P54  Letter  
NdG 13-193 B7BND3P55  Letter 1919 10 14 
NdG 13-194 B7BND3P57  Letter To NdG 
NdG 13-195 B7BND3P58  Letter To NdG 
NdG 13-196 B7BND3P59  Letters (2) To NdG 
NdG 13-197 B7BND3P60  Letter To NdG 
NdG 13-198 B7BND4P1  Clipping and 
B/W 
“Funeral of Guy Weadick” 
1953 12 22.  Picture of 
small girl for portrait 
NdG 13-199 B7BND4P2  Clipping Archdeacon F.C. Cornish 
1962 08 25 
NdG 13-200 B7BND4P3  Clippings Father Lavern, Lester 
Patrick, Athol Murray 
NdG 13-201 B7BND4P4  Cards (2) 1973 06 16 
NdG 13-202 B7BND4P5  Clipping J.M. Gibbon CH 1952 07 03 
NdG 13-203 B7BND4P6  B/W Peary Arctic Expedition 
1893-4 
NdG 13-204 B7BND4P7  Clipping Mrs Wally McCutheon 1962 
08 13 
NdG 13-205 B7BND4P8  Clipping E.A. Cartwright portrait by 
NdG in background behind 
Mrs. 
NdG 13-206 B7BND4P9  Clipping Chief Kumlye (F. Ronald 
Graham) 1961 06 23 
NdG 13-207 B7BND4P10  Sheet George Moon Phone 
number 
NdG 13-208 B7BND4P11  Clipping R. Bennett 1934 12 09 
NdG 13-209 B7BND4P12  Card w/ picture of James 
Gladstone on cover 
NdG 13-210 B7BND5P1 NDG07_561.tif Portrait Knife 
NdG 13-211 B7BND5P3 NDG07_562.tif Portrait 025 
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NdG 13-212 B7BND5P5 NDG07_563.tif Portrait 135 
NdG 13-213 B7BND5P6 NDG07_564.tif Portrait 002 
NdG 13-214 B7BND5P8 NDG07_565.tif Portrait 319 
NdG 13-215 B7BND5P10 NDG07_566.tif Portrait 409 
NdG 13-216 B7BND5P12 NDG07_567.tif Portrait 415 
NdG 13-217 B7BND5P13 NDG07_568.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-218 B7BND5P15 NDG07_569.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-219 B7BND5P17 NDG07_570.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-220 B7BND5P19 NDG07_571.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-221 B7BND5P21 NDG07_572.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-222 B7BND5P23 NDG07_573.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-223 B7BND5P26 NDG07_574.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-224 B7BND5P28 NDG07_575.tif Portrait  
NdG 13-225 B7F1  Portrait Cree baby 1930 
NdG 13-226 B7F1  Portrait “Sarcee great old timer” 
1932? 
NdG 13-227 B7F1  Portrait Blood Indian from 
Cardston.  “Eagle Plume”? 
1930 
NdG 13-228 B7F1  Portrait “Tom Morning Owl” Blood 
Indian. Standoff, Alberta 
NdG 13-229 B7F1  Portrait “Hungry Crow” Blood 
Indian. 1944 
NdG 13-230 B7F1  Portrait “Turn Up Nose” 1944 
NdG 13-231 B7F1  Portrait b/w “Calf Sun” 
NdG 13-232 B7F1  Portrait b/w “Two Gun” Sarcee. 1930? 
NdG 13-233 B7F1  Portrait b/w  
NdG 13-234 B7F1  Portrait “Picture in National 
Museum, Ottawa” on back 
NdG 13-235 B7F1  Portrait b/w  “Sold to Harold Milligan Jr. 
for some money” on back 
NdG 13-236 B7F1  Portrait “Sarcee Old Warrior” 1932 
NdG 13-237 B7F2  Letters (2) Letters regarding NdG 
exhibit in San Francisco 
from Mearl F. Carson, 
Curator. 1959. 
NdG 13-238 B7F2  Photographs 
(20) 
From San Francisco  
Exhibition Opening 1959 
 
NdG 14 
NdG 14-1 B7BND6P1 NDG07_576.tif Portrait b/w 395 
NdG 14-2 B7BND6P2 NDG07_577.tif Portrait b/w The Walker (Pemota) 
NdG 14-3 B7BND6P3 NDG07_578.tif Portrait b/w 393 
NdG 14-4 B7BND6P4 NDG07_579.tif Portrait b/w High Eagle, 1951 
NdG 14-5 B7BND6P5 NDG07_580.tif Portrait b/w One Gun (Cluny) 
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NdG 14-6 B7BND6P8 NDG07_581.tif Portrait b/w 391 
NdG 14-7 B7BND6P9 NDG07_583.tif Portrait b/w 256 
NdG 14-8 B7BND6P9 NDG07_582.tif Portrait b/w 053 
NdG 14-9 B7BND6P10 NDG07_584.tif Portrait b/w Mother and child 
NdG 14-10 B7BND6P11 NDG07_585.tif Portrait b/w White Headed Eagle 
NdG 14-11 B7BND6P12 NDG07_586.tif Portrait b/w Camping Place Woman 
(Mak-goh-ga) 
NdG 14-12 B7BND6P12 NDG07_587.tif Portrait b/w 040 
NdG 14-13 B7BND6P13 NDG07_588.tif Portrait b/w Calf Sun 
NdG 14-14 B7BND6P13 NDG07_589.tif Portrait b/w 200 
NdG 14-15 B7BND6P14 NDG07_590.tif Portrait b/w 312 
NdG 14-16 B7BND6P14 NDG07_591.tif Portrait b/w Little Bear 
NdG 14-17 B7BND6P14 NDG07_592.tif Portrait b/w 026 
NdG 14-18 B7BND6P15 NDG07_593.tif Portrait b/w 427 
NdG 14-19 B7BND6P15 NDG07_594.tif Portrait b/w 428 
NdG 14-20 B7BND6P15 NDG07_595.tif Portrait b/w 046 
NdG 14-21 B7BND6P15 NDG07_596.tif Portrait b/w 381 
NdG 14-22 B7BND6P16  Portrait b/w Young FN girl 
NdG 14-23 B7BND6P17 NDG07_598.tif Portrait b/w 379 
NdG 14-24 B7BND6P17 NDG07_599.tif Portrait b/w Turn Up Nose 
NdG 14- 25 B7BND6P18 NDG07_600.tif Portrait b/w Chief Coldweather 
NdG 14-26 B7BND6P19 NDG07_602.tif Portrait b/w 046 
NdG 14-27 B7BND6P20 NDG07_604.tif Portrait b/w Riding at the Door (Itsoksi-
ksisto-kitopi) 
NdG 14-28 B7BND6P20 NDG07_605.tif Portrait b/w 370 
NdG 14-29 B7BND6P20 NDG07_606.tif Portrait b/w 363 
NdG 14-30 B7BND6P21 NDG07_607.tif Portrait b/w 345 
NdG 14-31 B7BND6P21 NDG07_608.tif Portrait b/w 362 
NdG 14-32 B7BND6P22 NDG07_609.tif Portrait b/w The Horse Thief 
NdG 14-33 B7BND6P22 NDG07_610.tif Portrait b/w 044 
NdG 14-34 B7BND6P24 NDG07_612.tif Portrait b/w Blood Indian 
NdG 14-35 B7BND6P24 NDG07_613.tif Portrait b/w 342 
NdG 14-36 B7BND6P26 NDG07_617.tif Portrait b/w Maggie Black Kettle, 
Siksika 
NdG 14-37 B7BND6P23 NDG07_618.tif Portrait b/w Many Turning Robes (Si Ka 
Mo Ma Kan) 
NdG 14-38 B7BND6P30  Menu Canadian Pacific Dining Car 
Service.  NdG portrait on 
cover “An Indian Matron” 
NdG 14-39 B7BND6P31  Card Christmas Card with NdG 
portrait on cover “Pet 
Grasshopper” (May Ka Da 
Kezy) 
NdG 14-40 B7BND6P32  Sheet NdG Indian Painter.  
Information sheet. 
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NdG 14-41 B7BND6P33 NDG07_620.tif Portrait b/w Indian Woman and child 
“My painting of Cree 
Woman in 1956 at Fort La 
ronge” on back. 
NdG 14-42 B7BND6P33 NDG07_621.tif Portrait b/w Papoose of Blackfoot Tribe 
NdG 14-43 B7BND6P33 NDG07_622.tif Portrait b/w 008 
NdG 14-44 B7BND6P33 NDG07_623.tif Portrait b/w Mother and Child 
NdG 14-45 B7BND6P34 NDG07_624.tif Portrait b/w 313 
NdG 14-46 B7BND6P34 NDG07_625.tif Portrait b/w Walking Buffalo (Tataga 
Mani) 
NdG 14-47 B7BND6P34 NDG07_626.tif Portrait b/w 347 
NdG 14-48 B7BND6P35 NDG07_627.tif Portrait b/w Wolf Tail (Apisoh soyi) 
NdG 14-49 B7BND6P37 NDG07_631.tif Portrait b/w 394 
NdG 14-50 B7BND6P38 NDG07_635.tif Portrait b/w 278 
NdG 14-51 B7BND6P38 NDG07_636.tif Portrait b/w 101 
NdG 14-52 B7BND6P39 NDG07_639.tif Portrait b/w 148 
NdG 14-53 B7BND6P39 NDG07_640.tif Portrait b/w Lady with a pipe 
NdG 14-54 B7BND6P40 NDG07_641.tif Portrait b/w 142 
NdG 14-55 B7BND6P40 NDG07_642.tif Portrait b/w Man 
NdG 14-56 B7BND6P40 NDG07_643.tif Portrait b/w 429 
NdG 14-57 B7BND6P40  Portrait b/w FN man 
NdG 14-58 B7BND6P41 NDG07_645.tif Portrait b/w 177 
NdG 14-59 B7BND6P41 NDG07_646.tif Portrait b/w 096 
NdG 14-60 B7BND6P41 NDG07_647.tif Portrait b/w 106 
NdG 14-61 B7BND6P41  Portrait b/w FN person with cane 
NdG 14-62 B7BND6P42 NDG07_649.tif Portrait b/w FN man 
NdG 14-63 B7BND6P43 NDG07_650.tif Portrait b/w Wolf Tail (Apisoh soyi) 
NdG 14-64 B7BND6P43 NDG07_651.tif Portrait b/w 111 
NdG 14-65 B7BND6P43 NDG07_652.tif Portrait b/w 366 
NdG 14-66 B7BND6P43 NDG07_653.tif Portrait b/w 012 
NdG 14-67 B7BND6P44  Portrait b/w 012 
NdG 14-68 B7BND6P46 NDG07_654.tif Portrait b/w The Stump (I somi-aki) 
NdG 14-69 B7BND6P46 NDG07_655.tif Portrait b/w Riding at the Door (Itsoksi-
ksisto-kitopi) 
NdG 14-70 B7BND6P46 NDG07_656.tif Portrait b/w  112 
NdG 14-71 B7BND6P46 NDG07_657.tif Portrait b/w 071 
NdG 14-72 B7BND6P47 NDG07_658.tif Portrait  b/w 358 
NdG 14-73 B7BND6P47 NDG07_659.tif Portrait b/w Gambler 
NdG 14-74 B7BND6P47 NDG07_660.tif Portrait b/w Tom Bull 
NdG 14-75 B7BND6P48  Sheet “The Last of the Sarcee’s” 
Frank One-Spot. 
Description of the sitting 
for the portrait  
NdG 14-76 B7BND6P49 NDG07_663.tif Portrait b/w 099 
NdG 14-77 B7BND6P49 NDG07_664.tif Portrait b/w Old Indian 
NdG 14-78 B7BND6P49 NDG07_665.tif Portrait b/w 147 
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NdG 14-79 B7BND6P49 NDG07_666.tif Portrait b/w 067 
NdG 14-80 B7BND6P50 NDG07_667.tif Portrait b/w Woman and Child 
NdG 14-81 B7BND6P50 NDG07_668.tif Portrait b/w 088 
NdG 14-82 B7BND6P50 NDG07_669.tif Portrait b/w 146 
NdG 14-83 B7BND6P50 NDG07_670.tif Portrait b/w 115 
NdG 14-84 B7BND6P50 NDG07_671.tif Portrait b/w 135 
NdG 14-85 B7BND6P50 NDG07_672.tif Portrait b/w 369 
NdG 14-86 B7BND6P51 NDG07_673.tif Portrait b/w Chief Crowfoot’s daughter 
NdG 14-87 B7BND6P51 NDG07_674.tif Portrait b/w 176 
NdG 14-88 B7BND6P51 NDG07_675.tif Portrait b/w 120 
NdG 14-89 B7BND6P51 NDG07_676.tif Portrait b/w Pat Grasshopper (May Ka 
Da Kezy) 
NdG 14-90 B7BND6P52 NDG07_677.tif Portrait b/w 100 
NdG 14-91 B7BND6P52 NDG07_680.tif Portrait b/w 137 
NdG 14-92 B7BND6P53 NDG07_683.tif Portrait b/w Riding at the Door (Itsoksi-
ksisto-kitopi) 
NdG 14-93 B7BND6P53 NDG07_684.tif Portrait b/w 077 
NdG 14-94 B7BND6P53 NDG07_682.tif Portrait b/w Pat Grasshopper (May Ka 
Da Kezy) 
NdG 14-95 B7BND6P54 NDG07_685.tif Portrait b/w Pat Grasshopper (May Ka 
Da Kezy) 
NdG 14-96 B7BND6P54 NDG07_688.tif Portrait b/w Dodging a Horse. Sarcee 
NdG 14-97 B7BND6P56 NDG07_689.tif Portrait b/w 104 
NdG 14-98 B7BND6P56 NDG07_690.tif Portrait b/w 097 
NdG 14-99 B7BND6P56 NDG07_692.tif Portrait b/w 359 
NdG 14-100 B7BND6P57  Card Christmas card from 
Canadian Utilities 
Company with NdG 
portrait on cover 
NdG 14-101 B7BND6P58 NDG07_693.tif Menu Railway menu with NdG 
portrait on cover 
NdG 14-102 B7BND6P60  Card Exhibition card with 
“Scraping White Blood 
Indian” on cover.  Short 
Bibliography of NdG on 
inside cover 
NdG 14-103 B7BND6P61  Portrait b/w Old man with white beard 
NdG 14-104 B7BND6P61 NDG07_697.tif Portrait b/w 114 
NdG 14-105 B7BND6P61 NDG07_695.tif Portrait b/w Man with scarf around 
neck 
NdG 14-106 B7BND6P61 NDG07_696.tif Portrait b/w Man with beard 
NdG 14-107 B7BND7P1-57  Letters Letters, telegrams, 
postcards in the Russian 
language – many with 
English translations 
enclosed. 
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NdG 14-108 B7BND8P1BL NDG07_008.tif b/w Three prisoners of war 
standing in a garden of a 
prisoner of war camp. NdG 
on right. NdG third from 
right 
NdG 14-109 B7BND8P1TL NDG07_009.tif b/w Russian and French officers 
standing in a garden of a 
prisoner of war camp 
NdG 14-110 B7BND8P1TR NDG07_002.tif b/w Military man sitting on 
horse NdG? 
NdG 14-111 B7BND8P2BR NDG07_011.tif b/w Prisoners of war group 
photograph 
NdG 14-112 B7BND8P2BL NDG07_007.tif b/w Free Press News Bulletin, 
Winnipeg 1914 08 02 
(interesting note on back 
by NdG regarding 
participation in his 
regiment 
NdG 14-113 B7BND8P2TR NDG07_006.tif b/w Portrait of soldier with 
large moustache 
NdG 14-114 B7BND8P2TL NDG07_005.tif b/w Sketch of man in military 
uniform 
NdG 14-115 B7BND8P1BR NDG07_004.tif b/w Man in military uniform 
posing for picture. NdG? 
NdG 14-116 B7BND8P3B NDG07_010.tif b/w Man in military uniform 
sitting in a garden of a 
prisoner of war camp. 
NdG? 
NdG 14-117 B7BND8P3TR NDG07_001tif b/w Russian and French officers 
standing in garden of a 
prisoner of war camp. NdG 
third from right? 
NdG 14-118 B7BND8P3TL NDG07_003.tif b/w Three prisoners of war 
standing in a garden.  NDG 
on right. 
NdG 14-119 B7BND8P4 NDG07_012.tif b/w Group photograph in front 
of building.  NdG on right? 
NdG 14-120 B7BND8P5TR NDG07_014.tif b/w Portrait of man with big 
moustache by NdG? 
NdG 14-121 B7BND8P5TL NDG07_013.tif b/w NdG painting picture of 
officer 
NdG 14-122 B7BND8P5BR NDG07_018.tif b/w Drawing of two men sitting 
at table b y NdG? 
NdG 14-123 B7BND8P5BL NDG07_017.tif b/w Portrait of prisoner of war 
with moustache and 
goatee by NdG? 
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NdG 14-124 B7BND8P5MR NDG07_016.tif b/w Portrait of bearded officer 
by NdG? 
NdG 14-125 B7BND8P6TL  b/w NdG painting portrait 
NdG 14-126 B7BND8P5ML NDG07_015.tif b/w NdG with fellow prisoner 
of war 
NdG 14-127 B7BND8P6TR NDG07_019.tif b/w Portrait of Justice 
MacDonald by NdG 1927 
NdG 14-128 B7BND8P6B NDG07_020.tif b/w NdG painting the portrait 
of Justice MacDonald 
NdG 14-129 B7BND8P7 NDG07_021.tif b/w Pastel drawing of FN man. 
“16x20” price $100 on 
back 
NdG 14-130 B7BND8P8T NDG07_022.tif b/w NdG playing golf 
NdG 14-131 B7BND8P8B NDG07_023.tif b/w NdG up front in group 
photograph 
NdG 14-132 B7BND8P9 NDG07_024.tif b/w (2) NdG and A.Y. Jackson on 
painting trip 
NdG 14-133 B7BND8P10 NDG07_025.tif b/w NdG standing in front of 
bldg. 
NdG 14-134 B7BND8P10TR NDG07_026.tif b/w NdG posing with two of his 
framed FN portraits 
NdG 14-135 B7BND8P10B NDG07_027.tif b/w Two framed FN portraits. 
Same as in 14-134. Names 
may be scribbled on back. 
NdG 14-136 B7BND8P11TLBL NDG07_028.tif b/w (2) NdG holding small FN child 
NdG 14-137 B7BND8P11TR NDG07_029.tif b/w NdG with Orest and 
Alexandra Dournovo 
NdG 14-138 B7BND8P11BR NDG07_030.tif b/w NdG sitting by a window 
NdG 14-139 B7BND8P12T NDG07_031.tif b/w (2) NdG wearing headdress 
NdG 14-140 B7BND8P12B NDG07_032.tif b/w NdG posing with portrait of 
judge 
NdG 14-141 B7BND8P13 NDG07_033.tif b/w NdG and man standing 
beside portrait of judge 
NdG 14-142 B7BND8P14R NDG07_034.tif b/w Winter sleighing party in 
Saskatchewan 
NdG 14-143 B7BND8P14TL NDG07_035.tif b/w NdG on sleigh in 
Saskatchewan 
NdG 14-144 B7BND8P14ML  b/w NdG and sleigh party in 
Saskatchewan 
NdG 14-145 B7BND8P14BL  b/w Sleigh party in 
Saskatchwan 
NdG 14-146 B7BND8P15 NDG07_038.tif b/w NdG painting in a field 
NdG 14-147 B7BND8P17T NDG07_039.tif b/w NdG standing in front of 
barn 
NdG 14-148 B7BND8P17M NDG07_040.tif b/w NdG and SdG in a boat 
NdG 14-149 B7BND8P17BL NDG07_041.tif b/w NdG on sidewalk 
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NdG 14-150 B7BND8P17BR NDG07_042.tif b/w NdG and SdG outside in 
winter 
NdG 14-151 B7BND8P18TL NDG07_043.tif b/w NdG holding shotgun in 
field 
NdG 14-152 B7BND8P18TR NDG07_044.tif b/w NdG standing in field 
NdG 14-153 B7BND8P18M NDG07_045.tif b/w NdG standing in forest 
NdG 14-154 B7BND8P18B NDG07_046.tif b/w NdG sketching soldier 
NdG 14-155 B7BND8P19TL NDG07_047.tif b/w NdG on bank of river 
NdG 14-156 B7BND8P19TR NDG07_048.tif b/w NdG with hat on 
NdG 14-157 B7BND8P19BR NDG07_049.tif b/w NdG and SdG 
NdG 14-158 B7BND8P19BL  b/w NdG and SdG 
NdG 14-159 B7BND8P20T NDG07_050.tif b/w NdG holding flag at visit by 
Duke and Dutchess of York 
visit to Toronto in 193? 
NdG 14-160 B7BND8P20M  b/w NdG with fellow soldiers at 
visit by Duke and Dutchess 
of York to Toronto in 193? 
NdG 14-161 B7BND8P20B NDG07_051.tif b/w NdG with fellow soldiers at 
visit by Duke and Dutchess 
of York to Toronto in 193? 
NdG 14-162 B7BND8P21T NDG07_052.tif b/w NdG family photo 
NdG 14-163 B7BND8P21M NDG07_053.tif b/w NdG, SdG with baby and 
female companion 
NdG 14-164 B7BND8P21B NDG07_054.tif b/w NdG, SdG with two 
children 
NdG 14-165 B7BND8P22TL NDG07_055.tif b/w NdG on riverbank 
NdG 14-166 B7BND8P22TR NDG07_056.tif b/w NdG sitting with male 
companion 
NdG 14-167 B7BND8P22ML NDG07_058.tif b/w NdG sitting on bench with 
male companion 
NdG 14-168 B7BND8P22MR NDG07_057.tif b/w NdG standing beside bench 
with male companion 
NdG 14-169 B7BND8P 22 NDG07_059.tif b/w NdG with male companion 
NdG 14-170 B7BND8P23 NDG07_060.tif b/w NdG, SdG, and son with FN 
sitter. 
NdG 14-171 B7BND8P24 NDG07_061.tif b/w NdG drawing portrait of FN 
man outside of mobile 
studio 
NdG 14-172 B7BND8P25 NDG07_062.tif b/w NdG outside of Banff 
Springs Hotel? 
NdG 14-173 B7BND8P26T NDG07_063.tif b/w NdG beside large tree 
NdG 14-174 B7BND8P26M NDG07_064.tif b/w (2) NdG in street 
NdG 14-175 B7BND8P26B  b/w NdG standing beside car on 
country road 
NdG 14-176 B7BND8P27 NDG07_065.tif b/w (2) Photo of NdG 
NdG 14-177 B7BND8P28T NDG07_066.tif b/w NdG raking in yard 
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NdG 14-178 B7BND8P28M NDG07_067.tif b/w NdG and Dr. U. Gareau in 
Regina 
NdG 14-179 B7BND8P28B NDG07_068.tif b/w NdG, daughter SdG and 
others beside train in 
Banff?  
NdG 14-180 B7BND8P29 NDG07_069.tif b/w NdG with Chief One Gun 
NdG 14-181 B7BND8P30 NDG07_070.tif b/w NdG and companions 
camping 
NdG 14-182 B7BND8P31 NDG07_071.tif b/w “Pine Ridge, South Dakota 
sketching John Nelson, age 
96, the last scout of 1877 
US army in North West 
NdG 14-183 B7BND8P32 NDG07_072.tif b/w NdG and Paul Francis 
examine portrait 
NdG 14-184 B7BND8P33 NDG07_073.tif b/w NdG and Paul Francis 
examine portrait 
NdG 14-185 B7BND8P34 NDG07_074.tif b/w NdG painting at mountain 
lake (Lake Moraine?) 1949 
NdG 14-186 B7BND8P35 NDG07_075.tif b/w NdG painting at Lake 
Moraine, Summer 1949.  
Same as Ndg 14-185  
NdG 14-187 B7BND8P36 NDG07_076.tif b/w NdG painting 
NdG 14-188 B7BND8P37T NDG07_077.tif b/w Ndg with FN sitter in 
classroom 
NdG 14-189 B7BND8P37 NDG07_078.tif b/w NdG working on portrait 
(same scenario as NdG 14-
188) 
NdG 14-190 B7BND8P38T NDG07_079.tif b/w NdG in kitchen with two 
people 
NdG 14-191 B7BND8P38B NDG07_080.tif b/w NdG with Al Drysdale 
NdG 14-192 B7BND8P40 NDG07_081.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-193 B7BND8P40 NDG07_082.tif b/w NdG sketching 
NdG 14-194 B7BND8P40  b/w NdG sketching (variation of 
NdG 14-193) 
NdG 14-195 B7BND8P41 NDG07_083.tif b/w NdG sketching (variation of 
NdG 14-193,194) 
NdG 14-196 B7BND8P42 NDG07_084.tif b/w NdG with portrait of White 
Headed Eagle (variation of 
NdG 14 197, 198) 
NdG 14-197 B7BND8P43 NDG07_085.tif b/w NdG with portrait of White 
Headed Eagle (variation of 
NdG 14-196, 198) 
NdG 14-198 B7BND8P44 NDG07_086.tif b/w NdG with portrait of White 
Headed Eagle (variation of 
NdG 14-196, 197) 
NdG 14-199 B7BND8P45 NDG07_087.tif b/w NdG with portrait of FN 
child 
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NdG 14-200 B7BND8P46 NDG07_088.tif b/w NdG, RdG and Neil 
McQueen in Las Vegas 
NdG 14-201 B7BND8P47B  c NdG sitting in chair 
NdG 14-202 B7BND8P47 NDG07_090.tif b/w NdG with FN portrait in 
1952 (on back) 
NdG 14-203 B7BND8P48 NDG07_091.tif b/w NdG with Jack Oakie 
(movie star) 
NdG 14-204 B7BND8P49 NDG07_092.tif b/w NdG standing under 
portrait with subject and 
woman 
NdG 14-205 B7BND8P49M NDG07_093.tif b/w NdG with George 
McMahon in Calgary, 1959. 
NdG 14-206 B7BND8P49B NDG07_094.tif b/w NdG smoking pipe 
NdG 14-207 B7BND8P51 NDG07_095.tif b/w NdG standing outside of a 
house 
NdG 14-208 B7BND8P52T NDG07_096.tif b/w NdG with John Hunter in 
Morley 
NdG 14-209 B7BND8P52B NDG07_097.tif b/w NdG holding a paintbrush 
NdG 14-210 B7BND8P53T NDG07_098.tif b/w NdG with hat on 
NdG 14-211 B7BND8P53B NDG07_099.tif b/w NdG with hat off 
NdG 14-212 B7BND8P54 NDG07_100.tif b/w NdG sketching FN portrait 
with subject in background 
NdG 14-213 B7BND8P55 NDG07_101.tif b/w NdG with RdG  
NdG 14-214 B7BND8P56 NDG07_102.tif b/w NdG, RdG and subject with 
portrait in background 
NdG 14-215 B7BND8P57 NDG07_103.tif b/w NdG in Banff studio 
NdG 14-216 B7BND8P58  b/w NdG working in studio with 
subject 
NdG 14-217 B7BND8P59T NDG07_105.tif b/w NdG at easel 
NdG 14-218 B7BND8P59B NDG07_106.tif b/w Closeup of NdG’s face 
NdG 14- 219 B7BND8P60  b/w (2) Closeup of NdG’s head and 
hand on top of head 
NdG 14-220 B7BND8P61T NDG07_107.tif b/w NdG on street in Banff 
NdG 14-221 B7BND8P61M NDG07_108.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-222 B7BND8P61B  b/w NdG 
NdG 14-223 B7BND8P62TL NDG07_109.tif b/w NdG working at easel 
NdG 14-224 B7BND8P62ML NDG07_111.tif b/w NdG working at easel 
NdG 14-225 B7BND8P62BL NDG07_113.tif b/w NdG working at easel 
NdG 14-226 B7BND8P62TR  b/w NdG working at easel 
NdG 14-227 B7BND8P62 BR  b/w NdG working at easel 
NdG 14-228 B7BND8P63T NDG07_114.tif b/w NdG in conversation with a 
blacksmith 
NdG 14-229 B7BND8P63B NDG07_115.tif b/w NdG in conversation with a 
blacksmith 
NdG 14-230 B7BND8P64TR NDG07_117.tif b/w NdG working at easel 
NdG 14-231 B7BND8P64TL  b/w Man walking outside 
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NdG 14-232 B7BND8P64MR NDG07_118.tif b/w NdG with man at easel 
NdG 14-233 B7BND8P64BL NDG07_119.tif b/w NdG working at easel 
NdG 14-234 B7BND8P64BR NDG07_120.tif b/w NdG sharing a beer and a 
laugh with man 
NdG 14-235 B7BND8P65T NDG07_121.tif b/w NdG sitting with Kay 
McKinnon 
NdG 14-236 B7BND8P65B NDG07_122.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-237 B7BND8P66T NDG07_123.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-238 B7BND8P66B NDG07_124.tif b/w NdG with Archdeacon Sim 
NdG 14-239 B7BND8P67T NDG07_125.tif b/w NdG receiving Order of 
Canada from GG Roland 
Michener 
NdG 14-240 B7BND8P67B NDG07_126.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-241 B7BND8P68T NDG07_127.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-242 B7BND8P68B  b/w NdG 
NdG 14-243 B7BND8P69T NDG07_128.tif b/w NdG seated on chair 
NdG 14-244 B7BND8P69B NDG07_129.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-245 B7BND8P70TL NDG07_130.tif b/w NdG and SdG at Honorary 
Doctorate ceremony at the 
University of Calgary 
NdG 14-246 B7BND8P70TR   b/w NdG 
NdG 14-247 B7BND8P70B  b/w Scene from play 
NdG 14-248 B7BND8P71T NDG07_131.tif b/w NdG 
NdG 14-249 B7BND8P71B NDG07_132.tif b/w NdG sitting in chair 
NdG 14-250 B7BND8P72TR NDG07_133.tif c NdG 
NdG 14-251 B7BND8P72TL NDG07_134.tif c NdG with young child 
NdG 14-252 B7BND8P72BL NDG07_135.tif c NdG beside car 
NdG 14-253 B7BND8P72BR NDG07_136.tif c NdG with young child 
NdG 14-254 B7BND8P73TL NDG07_138.tif b/w NdG’s hands in hospital 
bed 
NdG 14-255 B7BND8P73TR NDG07_139.tif b/w NdG’s hand in hospital bed 
NdG 14-256 B7BND8P73B NDG07_140.tif b/w NdG’s hand in hospital bed 
NdG 14-257 B7BND8P74TL NDG07_141.tif b/w NdG’s hand in hospital bed 
NdG 14-258 B7BND8P74TR NDG07_142.tif b/w NdG’s hand in hospital bed 
NdG14-259 B7BND8P74B NDG07_143.tif b/w NdG gesturing 
 
NdG 15 
 
NdG 15-1 B11BAG1  Wallet Brown  
NdG 15-2 B11BAG1  Bank book Royal Bank of Canada 
NdG 15-3 B11BAG1  Bank book Royal Bank of Canada 
Bonus Savings book with 
misc. phone numbers c1977 
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NdG 15-4 B11BAG1  Bank book Bank of Montreal Balance 
book c1978 
NdG 15-5 B11BAG1  Bank book Bank of Montreal Savings 
Account book 1974  
NdG 15-6 B11BAG1  Bank book Royal Trust Chequing 
Account book c1975 - 1976 
NdG 15-7 B11BAG1  Bank book Bank of Montreal Savings 
Account book 
NdG 15-8 B11BAG1  Bank book Royal Bank of Canada 
Account book 1976 
NdG 15-9 B11BAG2  Address book Names, notes, addresses, 
etc.  
NdG 15-10 B11BAG2  Notebook Red with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 15-11 B11BAG2  Address book Black with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 15-12 B11BAG3  Sketch book Green coil bound 
book/journal c1934 
NdG 15-13 B11BAG4  Notebook Black with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 15-14 B11BAG4  Notebook Green coil bound 
journal/note book with nine 
portrait drawings of young 
girls in envelope 
NdG 15-15 B11BAG4  Notebook Unbound with names and 
phone numbers 
NdG 15-16 B11BAG4  Notebook Unbound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
NdG 15-17 B11BAG4  Notebook Black with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 15-18 B11BAG5  Notebook Unbound with names, notes 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 15-19 B11BAG5  Notebook Unbound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
NdG 15-20 B11BAG5  Notebook Coil bound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc., and 
negative of native woman 
in sleeve 
NdG 15-21 B11BAG6  Notebook Flip book - Empty 
NdG 15-22 B11BAG6  Notebook Green with names, notes, 
addresses, etc., and faded 
photograph of blacksmith 
NdG 15-23 B11BAG7  Notebook Red/black with names, 
notes, addresses, etc.; title 
on front “Important 
Indians” 
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NdG 15-24 B11BAG7  Bank book Canadian Bank of 
Commerce c1947; Sleeve 
with negative of infant 
NdG 15-25 B11BAG7  Bank book Bank of Montreal; notes 
NdG 15-26 B11BAG7  Bank book Bank of Montreal c1962 
NdG 15-27 B11BAG7  Address book Names, notes, addresses, 
etc.  
NdG 15-28 B11BAG7  Address book Names , notes, addresses, 
etc. 
NdG 15-29 B11BAG7  Address book Names , notes, addresses, 
etc. 
NdG 15-30 B11BAG8  Address book Names, notes, addresses, 
etc. 
NdG 15-31 B11BAG8  Address book Names, notes, addresses, 
etc. c1972 
NdG 15-32 B11BAG8  Business cards Business cards 
NdG 15-33 B11BAG8  Notebook Coil bound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc.: misc. 
envelopes and cards. 
 
NdG 16 
 
NdG 16-1 B11BAG  Notebook Black with names, notes, 
addresses, etc.; postcard 
from SdG and Bela 
NdG 16-2 B11BAG9  Address book Blue with names, notes, 
addresses, etc.; Photograph 
of young child taped to back 
cover. 
NdG 16-3 B11BAG9  Notebook Coil bound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-4 B11BAG9  Bank book Royal Trust Savings Account 
c1976/1977 
NdG 16-5 B11BAG10  Address book Brown with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-6 B11BAG11  Address book  Brown with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-7 B11BAG11  Notebook No cover with names, 
notes, addresses, etc.; 
miscellaneous receipts 
inside c1956 
NdG 16-8 B11BAG11  Notebook No cover with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
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NdG 16-9 B11BAG11  Notebook Red with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-10 B11BAG11  Address book With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-11 B11BAG11  Note book Coil bound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-12 B11BAG12  Bank book Bank of Montreal, c1962 
NdG 16-13 B11BAG12  Notebook Coil bound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-14 B11BAG12  Address book With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-15 B11BAG12  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-16 B11BAG12  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-17 B11BAG12  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-18 B11BAG12  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-19 B11BAG12  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-20 B11BAG13  Bank book Canadian Bank of 
Commerce; with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-21 B11BAG13  Cheque book Black; One entry 
NdG 16-22 B11BAG13  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-23 B11BAG13  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-24 B11BAG13  Notebook Coil bound with notes. 
NdG 16-25 B11BAG13  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-26 B11BAG14  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-27 B11BAG14  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
 
NdG 16-28 B11BAG14  Notebook Coil bound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc.; with 
sketches 
NdG 16-29 B11BAG14  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-30 B11BAG15  Wallet With misc. cards and letters 
NdG 16-31 B11BAG15  Bank book Bank of Montreal with 
notes 
NdG 16-32 B11BAG15  Notebook With names, notes, 
addresses, etc.; one 
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negative with mountain 
scenery 
NdG 16-33 B11BAG15  Bank book Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce; One entry, 
c1976 
NdG 16-34 B11BAG15  Bank book Royal Bank of Canada, 
c1974 
NdG 16-35 B11BAG15  Bank book Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce, c1976 
NdG 16-36 B11BAG15  Bank book Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce, c1976 
NdG 16-37 B11BAG15  Bank book Bank of Montreal 
NdG 16-38 B11BAG15  Bank book Royal Bank of Canada, 
c1977 
NdG 16-39 B11BAG15  Bank book Royal Trust, c1977 
NdG 16-40 B11BAG16  Address book Red with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-41 B11BAG16  Notebook Black with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 16-42 B11BAG16  Address book Brown with names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
 
NdG 17 
NdG 17-1-10 B11BAG17  Cheque book Various  
NdG 17-11 B11BAG18  Address 
books 
With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 17-12 B11BAG18  Address book With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 17-13 B11BAG18  Address book With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 17-14 B11BAG19  Address book With names, notes, 
addresses, etc. 
NdG 17-15 B11BAG19  Notebook Coil bound with names, 
notes, addresses, etc. 
NdG 17-16 B11BAG19  Notebook Black with names, notes, 
addresses, etc.; with 
sketches. 
 
 
 
NdG18 
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NdG 18-1 B11BAG20  Guest book Art Gallery Exhibition. 
“Living Images from the 
Past; Nicholas de 
Grandmaison” 1997. 
NdG 18-2 B11BAG21  Guest book Art Gallery Exhibition. 
“Living Images from the 
Past; Nicholas de 
Grandmaison” 1997. 
NdG 18-3 B11BAG22  Guest book Art Gallery Exhibition. 
“Living Images from the 
Past; Nicholas de 
Grandmaison” 1997. 
NdG 18-4 B11BAG22  Guest book Art Gallery Exhibition. 
“Living Images from the 
Past; Nicholas de 
Grandmaison” 1997. 
 
NdG 19 
 
NdG 19-1 B8  Magazine Time, 1959 11 23 (Canada 
Edition); p.20.  Article on 
NdG 
NdG 19-2 B8  Magazine Liberty, 1961 05; p.1 NdG 
mentioned in editorial 
note. 
NdG 19-3 B8  Magazine Field Horse and Rodeo, 
1962 08; “Blackfoot 
Brave” on cover. p3, 44. 
“The Cover artist” 
NdG 19-4 B8  Guide book Woolaroc Museum, 1965: 
p.33; pastel drawing by 
NdG, “Chief Fred Lookout, 
Julia Lookout 
NdG 19-5 B8  Magazine Art West, 1980 03/04; On 
cover “Trapper from 
Nordegg, Cree, 1960” by 
NdG. 
NdG 19-6 B8  Magazine The Camsell Arrow, 1959 
12; handwritten note on 
p.53 about Dr. J.J. Bowlen, 
“Painted by NdG – 
painting owned by family 
in Calgary” 
NdG 19-7 B8  Sheet (4) “Nicholas de Granmaison 
– Indian painter”  
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Infromation sheet with 
picture. 
NdG 19-8 B8  Sheet (5) “Here’s Alberta – People 
and Places” Calgary Power 
Ltd. “Indian Lady” on 
cover. Information about 
NdG 
NdG 19-9 B9BND1P1  b/w Portrait by NdG 
NdG 19-10 B9BND1P1  b/w Framed portrait by NdG 
NdG 19-11 B9BND1P2  b/w Portrait by NdG “CK 
Gibbs”? on back 
NdG 19-12 B9BND1P2  b/w Framed portrait of young 
girl by NdG 
NdG 19-13 B9BND1P3  b/w Portrait of young child by 
NdG 
NdG 19-14 B9BND1P3  b/w Portrait of young girl by 
NdG 
NdG 19-15 B9BND1P4  c Portrait of young girl by 
NdG 
NdG 19-16 B9BND1P4  b/w Portrait of Evelyn and 
George Brewster’s 
daughter of Banff by NdG 
NdG 19-17 B9BND1P5  b/w Portrait of son of George 
Steer of Edmonton by NdG 
NdG 19-18 B9BND1P5  b/w Portrait of young girl by 
NdG 
NdG 19-19 B9BND1P6  b/w Portrait of young lady by 
NdG 
NdG 19-20 B9BND1P7  c Portrait of young girl by 
NdG 
NdG 19-21 B9BND1P8  b/w Portrait of woman by NdG 
NdG 19-22 B9BND1P8  b/w Portrait of woman by NdG 
NdG 19-23 B9BND1P8  b/w Portrait of woman by NdG 
NdG 19-24 B9BND1P9  b/w Portrait of woman by NdG 
NdG 19-25 B9BND1P9  b/w Portrait of Dr. Donald 
Cameron, Librarian at U of 
A by NdG 
NdG 19-26 B9BND1P10  b/w Portrait of young boy by 
NdG 
NdG 19-27 B9BND1P11  Newsletter Children’s Hospital of 
Winnipeg Research 
Foundation 1973 03; 
Portrait of Annie Bond on 
cover 1922 by NdG 
NdG 19-28 B9BND1P12  b/w Portrait of Billy Stock of 
Fort Steele? by NdG 
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NdG 19-29 B9BND1P12  b/w Portrait of Bill Peyto? By 
NdG 
NdG 19-30 B9BND1P13  b/w Portrait of Justice 
MacDonald by NdG 1927 
NdG 19-31 B9BND1P14  b/w Portrait of Chief Justice 
Pendergast by NdG 1929 
NdG 19-32 B9BND1P15  c Portrait of young girl by 
NdG 
NdG 19-33 B9BND1P16  b/w Portrait of man in cowboy 
hat in background (by 
NdG) with woman 
standing in front. 
NdG 19-34 B9BND1P17  b/w Unfinished portrait of 
President Craut of 
Mormon church. 
NdG 19-35 B9BND1P17  c Portrait of trapper by NdG 
NdG 19-36 B9BND1P22  b/w Portrait of Premier 
William Aberhart of 
Alberta b y NdG 
NdG 19-37 B9BND122  Negative Portrait of Dr. McNabb 
“Calgary Associate Clinic” 
by NdG  
NdG 19-38 B9BND1P23  b/w Premier William Aberhart 
NdG 19-39 B9BND1P24  b/w Portrait of man? by NdG 
NdG 19-40 B9BND1P25  b/w Portrait of John Imrie 
(Edmonton Journal” by 
NdG 
NdG 19-41 B9BND1P26  b/w Portrait of General 
McDonald of Ottawa and 
Banff 
NdG 19-42 B9BND1P27  c Portrait of Judge Bochman 
of Edmonton after 
retirement from being 
Dean of Law at the 
University of Alberta by 
NdG 
NdG 19-43 B9BND1P27  b/w Portrait of Lord Haultain in 
Assiniboine Club in Regina 
by NdG 
NdG 19-44 B9BND1P28  b/w Portrait of Hon C.D.Howe 
b y NdG 
NdG 19-45 B9BND1P28  b/w Portrait of ? by NdG 
NdG 19-46 B9BND1P28  Sheet Handwritten regarding 
NdG and MacKenzie King 
and establishment of 
Canada Council 
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NdG 19-47 B9BND1P29  b/w Portrait of Father Lavern, 
Cardston by NdG 
NdG 19-48 B9BND1P30  b/w Portrait of man by NdG 
NdG 19-49 B9BND1P31  b/w Portrait of man by NdG 
NdG 19-50 B9BND1P32  b/w Portrait of Canon 
Middleton by NdG 
“donated to Ft. Macleod 
during NdG’s honorary 
Peigan ceremony”  
NdG 19-51 B9BND1P33  b/w Picture of Canon 
Middletonv  
NdG 19-52 B9BND1P34  Card Letter to NdG from J. 
Edwin J. Fahlgren 
NdG 19-53 B9BND1P35  c Portrait of man holding 
pipe by NdG 
NdG 19-54 B9BND1P36  c Portrait of man with cigar 
in mouth by NdG 
NdG 19-55 B9BND1P37  c Portrait of priest with 
subject standing beside his 
portrait by NdG 
NdG 19-56 B9BND1P37  c Portrait of priest in NdG 
19-55 with person 
standing beside portrait. 
NdG 19-57 B9BND1P37  c Portrait by NdG with two 
gentlemen standing on 
either side of it 
NdG 19-58 B9BND1P37  c Portrait of bishop by NdG 
NdG 19-59 B9BND1P37  c Portrait by NdG 
NdG 19-60 B9BND1P37  Letter To NdG from Berthe 
Charlesthanking him for 
the portrait he did of her 
husband 
NdG 19-61 B9BND1P38  b/w Partially finished portrait 
of priest on easel 
NdG 19-62 B9BND1P38  c Portrait of man by NdG 
NdG 19-63 B9BND1P38  b/w Portrait of man by NdG 
NdG 19-64 B9BND1P39  b/w Portrait of man by NdG 
NdG 19-65 B9BND1P39  c Portrait of cowboy with 
cigarette in mouth by NdG 
NdG 19-66 B9BND1P39  b/w Portrait of man with 
subject standing beside it 
by NdG 
NdG 19-67 B9BND1P40  c Two men in presentation 
ceremony with a NdG 
portrait in background 
NdG 19-68 B9BND1P40  Picture board Handwritten notes on the 
back. 
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NdG 19-69 B9BND21P  Pamphlet The Parish of Christ 
Church, Calgary. “An order 
of service in thanksgiving 
to God for the life of 
Nicholas Raphael de 
Grandmaison” 1978 04 04 
NdG 19-70 B9BND2P2  Card For service in NdG19-69 
NdG 19-71 B9BND2P3  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-72  B9BND2P4-1  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-73 B9BND2P4-2  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-74 B9BND2P5  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-75 B9BND2P6-1  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-76 B9BND2P6-2  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-77 B9BND2P7-1  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-78 B9BND2P7-2  b/w At NdG’s burial 
NdG 19-79 B9BND3P1-1  b/w Military man 
NdG 19-80 B9BND3P1-2  b/w Old man – subject  
NdG 19-81 B9BND3P1-3  b/w Military man in relaxed 
pose 
NdG 19-82 B9BND3P1-4  b/w Military man 
NdG 19-83 B9BND3P1-5  b/w Military man (Russian text 
on back) 
NdG 19-84 B9BND3P1-6  b/w Military Man, 1917 
(Russian text on back) 
NdG 19-85 B9BND3P2-1  Postcard Military man on front, n.d. 
NdG 19-86 B9BND3P2-2  Postcard Military man on front, 
1918 
NdG 19-87 B9BND3P2-3  Postcard Military man sitting down 
at desk, n.d. 
NdG 19-88 B9BND3P2-4  Postcard Military man on front 
(Russian text on back) 
NdG 19-89 B9BND3P2-5  b/w Military man  
NdG 19-90 B9BND3P2-6  Postcard Military man on front 
(Russian text on back) 
NdG 19-91 B9BND3P3-1  Postcard 3 military men on front 
(French text on back) 
NdG 19-92 B9BND3P3-2  Postcard 2 military men on front 
NdG 19-93 B9BND3P3-3  Postcard 2 military men on 
front(Russian text on 
back) 
NdG 19-94 B9BND3P3-4  Postcard 9 military men on cover 
NdG 19-95 B9BND3P3-5  b/w Military men lounging 
behind house 
NdG 19-96 B9BND3P3-6  b/w 2 men in POW camp 
NdG 19-97 B9BND3P4-1  b/w Scene from POW camp 
NdG 19-98 B9BND3P4-2  b/w 4 soldiers – 1 in 
wheelchair 
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NdG 19-99 B9BND3P4-3a  b/w Soldier in garden 
NdG 19-100 B9BND3P4-3b  b/w Soldier in garden 
NdG 19-101 B9BND3P4-4  b/w 5 soldiers in POW camp 
NdG 19-102 B9BND3P4-5  b/w Scene in POW camp 
NdG 19-103 B9BND3P4-6  b/w Scene in POW camp 
NdG 19-104 B9BND3P5-1  b/w Scene in POW camp 
NdG 19-105 B9BND3P5-3  b/w POW camp 
NdG 19-106 B9BND3P5-4  b/w Mess hall at POW camp 
NdG 19-107 B9BND3P5-5  Postcard Nine Soldiers posing for 
picture (Russian text on 
back) 
NdG 19-108 B9BND3P5-6  Postcard Scene from POW camp 
(Faded Russian text on 
front and back) 
NdG 19-109 B9BND3P6-1  Postcard Woman in white (Red 
Cross?) visiting the POW 
camp 
NdG 19-110 B9BND3P6-2  Postcard Women in white (Red 
Cross?) in posed picture 
with soldiers in POW camp 
NdG 19-111 B9BND3P6-3  Postcard Woman in white (Red 
Cross?) visiting the POW 
camp 
NdG 19-112 B9BND3P6-4   Woman in white (Red 
Cross?) visiting the POW 
camp 
NdG 19-113 B9BND3P6-5  Postcard Soldier in POW with rabbit 
pens 
NdG 19-114 B9BND3P6-6a  b/w Inside bldg. in POW camp 
NdG 19-115 B9BND3P6-6b  b/w Rabbits in pen in POW 
camp 
NdG 19-116 B9BND3P7-1  b/w A room  
NdG 19-117 B9BND3P7-2  b/w A room 
NdG 19-118 B9BND3P7-3  b/w Hallway in POW bldg. 
NdG 19-119 B9BND3P7-4  b/w Bugler in POW camp 
NdG 19-120 B9BND3P7-5  b/w Man walking and praying 
in POW camp 
NdG 19-121 B9BND3P7-6  b/w 3 men in bunk room in 
POW camp 
NdG 19-122 B9BND3P8-1  b/w Garden in POW camp 
NdG 19-123 B9BND3P8-2  Postcard Military man in front of 
bldg. (faded Russian text 
on front and back) 
NdG 19-124 B9BND3P9-1  Ticket “50 PFENNING” Stadt coln 
1917 
NdG 19-125 B9BND3P9-2  Cloth Black, orange, and white 
stripes on band 
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NdG 19-126 B9BND3P9-3  Receipt (2) “Certificate of posting of a 
registered postal packet” 
1922 
NdG 19-127 B9BND3P5-2  b/w Inside POW camp 
NdG 19-128 B9BND4P3  Sheet American Red Cross –
reference for NdG as 
“industrious, diplomatic 
and trustful” 
NdG 19-129 B9BND4P2  Sheet In Russian and German 
NdG 19-130 B9BND4P1  Sheet “Duetsche-Ukraine-
Delegation”, 1918 in 
German 
NdG 19-131 B9BND4P4  Sheet “Interallied Commission 
for the Repatriation of 
Russian P/W”. 1919 02 21 
NdG 19-132 B9BND4P5  Letter Asking for permission for 
NdG to buy clothes at a 
warehouse 1919 06 10 
NdG 19-133 B9BND4P7  Letter In German 
NdG 19-134 B9BND4P8  Letter Re: Russian officers 1919 
06 17 
NdG 19-135 B9BND4P10-1  b/w Photo of NdG c1919? 
NdG 19-136 B9BND4P10-2  Sheet German form signed by 
NdG, 1919 02 17 
NdG 19-137 B9BND4P11  Letter IN german 1919 02 19 
NdG 19-138 B9BND4P12  Certificate “Certificate of Canadian 
Citizenship” 1925 11 05  
NdG 19-139 B9BND4P13  Telegram In German 1919 08 12 
NdG 19-140 B9BND4P14  Note Acknowledging NdG’s 
qualification as a machine 
gunner 1919 09 23 (In 
Russian and English) 
NdG 19-141 B9BND4P15  Document  Copy of entry papers into 
Canada 1920 06 23 
NdG 19-142 B9BND4P16  Document  In German 1919 08 09 
NdG 19-143 B9BND4P18  Letter In French 1921 07 28 
NdG 19-144 B9BND4P20  Document (2) 1 from “Employment 
Service of Canada 1923 08 
23. 1 in Russian. 
NdG 19-145 B9BND4P19  Certificate Insurance Form 1922 06 
10 
NdG 19-146 B9BND4P21  Letter  Naturalization 
acknowledgement from 
the Canada Department of 
the Secretary of State. 
1925 11 16 
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NdG 19-147 B9BND4P147  Letter Accompanied marriage 
certificate in NDG 19-148 
NdG 19-148 B9BND4P148  Certificate Marriage certificate 1931 
09 19 
NdG 19-149 B9BND4P149  Certificate Marriage certificate 1931 
09 19 
NdG 19-150 B9BND4P25  Passport Canadian Passport 
NdG 19-151 B9BND4P151  Certificate “Petition for a certificate 
of proof of Canadian 
Citizenship by a Canadian 
Citizen” 
NdG 19-152 B9BND4P152  Tickets (4)  Canadian Pacific Railway 
Trip Tickets 
NdG 19-153 B9BND4P27-2  Envelope Addressed to NdG in Banff 
NdG 19-154 B9BND4P27-3  Envelope “Last pass given to me by 
CPR for over 20 years” 
Pass not included in 
envelope 
NdG 19-155 B9BND4P28  Magazine Canadian Pacific Spanner 
1952 April-May 
NdG 19-156 B9BND4P29  Envelope/Stationary “Sample of Stationary 
paper from Calhoon Hotel 
where I continually staged 
for 35 years…” 
NdG 19-157 B9BND4P30  Invoice From N.K. Luxton Indian 
Trading Post 1953 04 23 
NdG 19-158 B9BND4P31-1  Card U of C Alumni Association 
Membership Card 1977 03 
31 
NdG 19-159 B9BND4P31-2  Card Membership card for 
Calgary Petroleum Club 
1953 
NdG 19-160 B9BND4P31-3  Card Business card with 
introduction for NdG on 
back 
NdG 19-161 B9BND4PLOOSE  Agreement Legal agreement between 
NdG and Otto Tomm 1947 
09 05 
 
NdG 20 
NdG 20-1 LOOSE  Framed Plaque Order of Canada 1972 12 
22 
 
NdG 21 
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NdG 21-1 LOOSE  Book Canadian Mosaic: The 
Making of a Northern 
Nation, by John Murray 
Gibbon. 1938. Signed by 
author: “Nicholas de 
Grandmaison with … from 
the author John Murray 
Gibbon.  Book includes 2 
drawings from NdG, 
between p312-313 and 
between 368-369. 
NdG 21-2   Sheet Handprinted  note titled 
“Nicola de Granmaison: 
Russian Canadian Girl.  A 
portrait of the artist’s wife 
Sonya in Russia Dress 
Commissioned for 
Canadian Mosaic.”  
Originally inserted in book   
NdG 21-3   Article Saint John Calgary Report, 
1978 04 10 p.32 “An artist 
honored by two worlds” 
NdG 21-4   b/w Picture of “White 
Antelope” and “Joe Ball 
Shields, 1949.  
 
NdG 22 
NdG 22-1 Portfolio #9  Clippings Newspaper and magazine 
clippings about NDG and 
exhibitions, unveilings, 
biographies, etc. 
 
